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WALMATJARI: NOMINATIVE-ERGATIVE OR NOMINATIVE-ACCUSATIVE?

JOYCE HUDSON

0. INTRODUCTION

Nominative-ergative and nominative-accusative type languages have been much under discussion recently. The distinction is basic to this paper which consists of a discussion of the Walmatjari language in relation to these language types.¹

The nominative-accusative type distinguishes between nominative and accusative cases in the traditional terminology of subject and object. In these languages the subject of both a transitive and an intransitive sentence take the same case inflection (nominative) and the object of a transitive sentence has a different case inflection (accusative).

Nominative-ergative languages differ in having a single case inflection (nominative) for the subject of an intransitive and the object of a transitive sentence, and a different case (ergative) for the subject of a transitive sentence (Hockett 1958:234-5). The diagram shows the contrast of case groupings in the two systems.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Nom-Acc</th>
<th>Nom-Erg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sb</td>
<td>Sb</td>
<td>Sb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ob</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ob</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Most of the Aboriginal languages of Australia can be divided into groups on the basis of the distinction given above. In many Australian languages case inflections of nouns follow a nominative-ergative system, while in a small number they follow a nominative-accusative system (Hale 1970:759). Those in which noun inflections are nominative-ergative usually have some features of nominative-accusative patterning.

in the pronominal system (Glass & Hackett 1970:35). In languages in which both systems appear to operate in the surface structure, it is important to enquire whether the deep structure might follow a single system. Hale (1967-68, 1970) has suggested that some Australian languages, such as Walbiri, have nominative-accusative deep structure. Dixon (1973) has presented proof of the nominative-ergative deep structure of the Dyirbal language of North Queensland.

The Walmatjari language of Western Australia, while showing nominative-ergative inflection of both nouns and free pronouns in the surface structure, does not appear to have a nominative-ergative deep structure. It is the aim of this paper to present evidence of the case system in the deep structure of Walmatjari.

Section 1 demonstrates the nominative-ergative nature of Walmatjari surface morphology. Section 2 gives a nominative-accusative deep structure and formulates transformations in terms of this. In contrast, Sections 3 and 4 give two alternative types of nominative-ergative deep structure and state transforms in terms of rather different constituency trees that these entail.

1. THE NOMINATIVE-ERGATIVE CASE SYSTEM

On the surface, Walmatjari appears to be a nominative-ergative type language. Each noun phrase is inflected for case. The subject of a transitive sentence is inflected with the suffix -ju which has several alternants (ergative case) while the subject of an intransitive sentence and the object of a transitive sentence are both marked by zero inflection (nominative case). This is quite in line with the shape of morphemes in other nominative-ergative languages in Australia. Dixon (1972:9) says: "Nominative...is almost always realised by zero inflection...There are two common ergative inflections...-gu or -ŋgu...and -ju (with variant -ju in some languages)." It is corroborated by Hale (1970:758) who says that the ergative case is marked "normally by a suffix reflecting ancestral *-ŋku ~ -ju" and the nominative case is "normally phonologically null".

The following examples illustrate the nominative-ergative system of case inflection in Walmatjari.

(1) ɲanpayl-Ø pa-Ø kiŋaŋaŋi ɲuka-ŋa
    man-Nom AUX sitting camp-Loc
    'The man was sitting in the camp.'

(2) kakatjil-Ø pa-Ø-Ø pinja ɲanpayl-ju
    goanna-Nom AUX hit man-Erg
    'The man hit the goanna.'
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(3) ɲanpây-Ø pa-Ø-Ø kakatji-ụ patjanl
    man-Nom AUX goanna-Erg bit
    'The goanna bit the man.'

(4) kakatji-Ø pa-Ø lapaŋl
    goanna-Nom AUX ran
    'The goanna ran.'

Note: The ergative inflection has several alternants. Those appearing in this paper are -ịu on words of three or more syllables ending in a vowel and -ŋu on disyllabic words ending in a vowel.

Waltmatjarí differs from many Australian languages in that the pro-nominal system is also nominative-ergative. In nominative-ergative type languages of the continent "the most common situation is for nouns to inflect according to a nominative-ergative pattern, while pronouns at least superficially follow a nominative-accusative pattern" (Dixon 1972:4). Free pronouns in Waltmatjarí take exactly the same case inflections as do nouns.

(5) ɲatju-Ø ma-ŋa yanl
    I-Nom AUX went
    'I went.'

(6) kakatji-Ø ma-ŋa-Ø plnja ɲatju-ŋu
    goanna-Nom AUX hit I-Erg
    'I hit the goanna.'

(7) ɲatju-Ø pa-tja-Ø patjanl kakatji-ụ
    me-Nom AUX bit goanna-Erg
    'The goanna bit me.'

2. NOMINATIVE-ACCUSATIVE DEEP STRUCTURE RULES

Although the morphological evidence suggests an entirely nominative-ergative language, there are other factors which suggest that the deep structure may be nominative-accusative, and that the nominative-ergative case marking would be applied at a late stage of the grammar.

2.1 VERBAL AUXILIARY

The best evidence suggesting a nominative-accusative deep structure is the verbal auxiliary. This is an obligatory constituent which normally occurs as the second word in the sentence. The auxiliary root serves, together with certain verb inflections, to indicate the mood of the sentence. Suffixed to the auxiliary root are morphemes which show person and number agreement with the noun phrases of the sentence.
(8) yan! ma-ŋa-lu ŋanampa-Ø went INDIC-Sb:1:ex-Sb:pl we:ex-Nom
'We all (exclusive) went.'

Note: There are three auxiliary roots. The indicative root has the form ma- before nasals and pa- elsewhere. When pa- is immediately followed by a morpheme beginning with p the root pa- is deleted.

The auxiliary reveals the nominative-accusative system in that, while subject of transitive and intransitive sentences are marked differently in noun phrases, they are shown identically in the auxiliary. Also the object of transitive sentences and subject of intransitive sentences (nominative case) are marked identically in noun phrases but differently in the auxiliary.

(9) paři-tjařa-Ø pa-łu-pinja njanja maŋin-waŋti-ju
boy-du-Nom INDIC-Sb:pl-Ob:du saw woman-pl-Erg
'The women saw the two boys.'

(10) * maŋin-waŋti-Ø pa-plia-nja ² njanja paři-tjařa-ju
woman-pl-Nom INDIC-Sb:du-Ob:pl saw boy-du-Erg
'The two boys saw the women.'

(11) maŋin-waŋti-Ø pa-łu wuŋa yan! woman-pl-Nom INDIC-Sb:pl walkabout went
'The women went for a walk.'

(12) * paři-tjařa-Ø pa-plia ² wuŋa yan!
boy-du-Nom INDIC-Sb:du walkabout went
'The two boys went for a walk.'

The morpheme -lu in the auxiliary of sentences (9) and (11) refer to the plural subject 'the women'; -nja in (10) refers to 'the women' as transitive object; -plia in (10) and (12) refers to the dual subject 'the two boys' and -pinja in (9) refers to the dual object.

Only four types of noun phrases can be cross-indexed in the auxiliary; these are noun phrases in nominative, ergative, benefactive and accessory cases. In any single sentence the auxiliary usually cross-indexes only two of these noun phrases.³ One is always the subject noun phrase, the other is chosen according to the following order of preference:

accessory
benefactive
object.

That is, if an accessory noun phrase appears in the derivation of a sentence it will be cross-indexed in the auxiliary but benefactive and object will not. If accessory noun phrase does not appear but benefactive noun phrase does, then benefactive but not object will be cross-
indexed. Object noun phrase is only cross-indexed if neither benefactive nor accessory noun phrase appears. If a sentence does not include accessory, benefactive or object noun phrase then the auxiliary only cross-indexes the subject.

The low status of object noun phrase adds to the evidence that nominative-ergative case system has little importance for deep structure, while the high status of subject noun phrase (referring either to transitive subject marked by ergative case inflection or to an intransitive sentence marked by nominative case inflection) suggests that "subject" is an important deep structure concept.

2.2 PHRASE STRUCTURE RULES

Rules for generating nominative-accusative Phrase Markers include: 4

1. \[ S \rightarrow (S) + AUX + NP + VP + (S) \]
2. \[ VP \rightarrow V + (NP_{Ob}) + (NP_{Bn}) + (NP_{Ac}) \]
3. \[ V \rightarrow \begin{cases} Vtr & \text{--- NP}_{Ob} \\ Vintr & \text{---} \end{cases} \]

The noun phrase occurring in Rule 1. is transitive or intransitive subject; the noun phrases occurring in Rule 11. are transitive object, benefactive and accessory.

Tree 1 shows the deep structure for sentence (13).

(13) * waŋtəŋ ma-ŋa-ŋanjaŋu-ŋu-ŋa 5 ąnanampa-ŋu

got INDIC-Sb:1:ex-Ac:3-Ac:pl-Sb:pl-Ac we:ex-Erg
piyiŋ-waŋtəŋ-waŋu-ŋa kuji-tjaŋa-wu waŋjtjiŋ-tjaŋa-wu

man-pl-Ac fire-Nom animal-du-Bn kangaroo-du-Bn

'We got fire from the people for the two kangaroos (to cook them).'

(Tree 1 overleaf)
2.3 OBLIGATORY TRANSFORMATIONS

The obligatory transformational rules which are necessary to bring this sentence to the surface structure are Tense Movement, Case Indexing and NP<sub>Ob</sub> Movement.

Tense Movement Rule

Tense Movement is a simple transformation moving the TENSE node from under the AUX and attaching it under the V node. This rule is not formally stated here.

Case Indexing Rule

Case Indexing copies the person and number features from the noun phrases as suffixes onto the auxiliary root. The rule is given below.

T. Rule (1) Case Indexing

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SD} & + \text{AUX} + \text{NP} + \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\alpha_1 \text{ per} \\
\beta_1 \text{ num}
\end{array} \right] & & \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\alpha_1 \text{ per} \\
\beta_1 \text{ num}
\end{array} \right] \\
1 & & 2 & 3 & 4 \\
\text{SC} & \rightarrow 1 [+ \left[ \alpha_1 \text{ per} \right] + \left[ \alpha_1 \text{ per} \right] + \left[ \beta_1 \text{ num} \right] + \left[ \beta_1 \text{ num} \right]] & & 2 & 3 & 4
\end{align*}
\]
That is, the auxiliary root is followed by four morphemes which specify person and number of subject and accessory/benefactive/object. The first morpheme refers to the person of the subject, the second to the person of the accessory/benefactive/object; the third morpheme refers to the number of the accessory/benefactive/object and the fourth to the number of the subject.  

Applying Case Indexing and Tense Movement to Tree 1 we obtain: 

Tree 2

As NPAc is the rightmost constituent dominated by VP in this example it is the one cross-indexed, along with the subject, onto AUX. If it were not present then the last NP dominated by VP would be cross-indexed, either NPBn or NPOb.

NPOb Movement Rule

NPOb Movement simply takes the object noun phrase from under VP and attaches it under S immediately after AUX. A formal statement of this rule is not given here.

Applying NPOb Movement to Tree 2 gives Tree 3.
2.4 CASE MARKING RULES

Trees 3 and 4 are now ready for Case Marking Rules to apply. They are:
1. Leftmost NP is given nominative case inflection.
2. Any other NP before VP is given ergative case inflection.
3. Noun phrases dominated by VP are given benefactive case inflection if marked \( NP_{Bn} \) and accessory case inflection if marked \( NP_{Ac} \).

The above rules result in object of transitive and subject of intransitive sentences being identically marked for nominative case while subject of transitive sentences are marked for ergative case.

2.5 TRANSFORMATIONS INVOLVING TWO SENTENCES

Three transformations provide further evidence of a nominative-accusative deep structure. In the derivation of each there are two sentences and the same constraint applies to all three transformations. The constraint is that the subjects of the two sentences must be the same referent regardless of transitivity. It is the subject that is the important constituent in these transformations rather than nominative or ergative. The transformations are \(-u|a\) Insertion, \(-u\) Insertion and \(-t\) Insertion. Examples are given for \(-u|a\) Insertion to illustrate two of the combinations of transitivity in these dual sentence transformations.

\(-u|a\) Insertion Rule

The \(-u|a\) Insertion transformational rule is applied to the derivational string

\[ S + AUX + NP + VP. \]

The action of the lower sentence chronologically precedes that of the VP. \(-u|a\) Insertion deletes all nodes except V in the lower sentence and suffixes \(-u|a\) to the verb. The rule is given below.

\[
T. \text{ Rule (2)} \quad -u|a \ \text{Insertion}
\]

\[
SD \left[ \begin{array}{c} S \left[ AUX + NP + V + X \right] \end{array} S \right] + AUX + NP + VP \]

\[
1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \quad 4 \quad 5 \quad 6 \quad 7
\]

\[
SC \quad \emptyset \quad \emptyset \quad 3+u|a \quad \emptyset \quad 5 \quad 6 \quad 7
\]

Constraint 2 = 6 referentially
Sentences (15) and (16) are examples of the surface structure of sentences to which -uja Insertion has applied. Trees 5 and 6 illustrate these before -uja Insertion has applied.

(15) *ṭāktīγa-uja ma-ŋa-ŋa-nja-lu
     return-after INDIC-Sb:1:ex-Ob:3-Ob:pl-Sb:pl
     mana-wantl-∅ patjanl
     tree-pl-Nom chopped

"Having returned we chopped trees."

Tree 5

(16) patjan-uja ma-ŋa-lu ṭāktīγani
     chop-after INDIC-Sb:1:ex-Sb:pl returned

"Having chopped (it) we returned."

Tree 6
-u Insertion Rule

The -u Insertion transformational rule applies to the derivational string

\[
\text{AUX} + \text{NP} + \text{VP} + S.
\]

In this case the action of the lower sentence follows that of the VP but as well as being chronologically related the action of the lower sentence is purposive. This transformation deletes the TENSE node from under the AUX and suffixes -u to the verb of the lower sentence. The three constraints necessary for -u Insertion to apply are that mood, tense and subject of both sentences must be the same. The -u Insertion rule is given below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{T. Rule (3) -u Insertion} \\
&\begin{array}{cccccc}
& & & & & \\
\text{SD} \rightarrow [ & \text{MOOD} + \text{TENSE} ]_{\text{AUX}} + \text{NP} + \text{VP} + [ & \text{MOOD} + \text{TENSE} ]_{\text{AUX}} + \text{NP} + \text{V} + Z \\
& & & & & \\
\text{S} - & \text{AUX} & \text{S} - & \text{AUX} \\
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 & 9 \\
& & & & & \\
\text{SC} \rightarrow 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & \emptyset & 7 & 8 & +u & 9 \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

Constraint 1 = 5
2 = 6
3 = 7 referentially

Sentence (17) is an example of the surface structure of a sentence to which -u Insertion has applied.

(17) * paylntaři-guña-∅ pa-∅-lu yanku
Bieundurry-friends-Nom INDIC-Sb:3-Sb:pl will:go
plkplkl-wu pa-∅-∅-a-lu 5 mu:puŋ-u
pig-Bn INDIC-Sb:3-Bn:3-Bn:sg-Sb:pl search-for

'Bieundurry and his friends will go to look for pigs.'

-tja: Insertion Rule

-tja: Insertion is a conjoining rule. The derivational string to which it applies is

\[
S + S.
\]

The suffix -tja: means 'and' and this rule only inserts -tja: between the two sentences. In order for -tja: Insertion to apply, both sentences
must have the same mood, tense (which are incorporated in the auxiliary) and subject. The rule is:

\[
T. \text{ Rule (4)} \quad -\text{tja: Insertion}
\]

\[
SD \quad [\text{AUX} + \text{NP} + \text{VP}] + [\text{AUX} + \text{NP} + \text{VP}]
\]

\[
1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \quad 4 \quad 5 \quad 6
\]

\[
\text{Constraint} \quad 1 = 4
\]

\[
2 = 5 \text{ referentially}
\]

The -tja: Insertion rule has applied to sentence (18).

(18) \text{\textit{man}-pay-\textit{\textbf{-}papatjan-\textit{\textbf{-}tja:}}}

\text{\textit{man-Nom INDIC-Sb:3-Sb:sg ory:out-always-and}}

\text{\textit{tju\textit{\textbf{\text{-njanu}}}}}

\text{\textit{cut INDIC-Sb:3-Sb:sg-refl stone-with-Erg}}

'The man was always calling out and cutting himself with stones.'

2.6 IMPERATIVE TRANSFORMATION

The last evidence of nominative-accusative deep structure presented here is provided by the Imperative transformation. It applies to both transitive and intransitive sentences where AUX dominates IMPER (imperative mood). As with the transformations presented previously as evidence of a nominative-accusative deep structure, the subject is the important constituent in the Imperative Transformation. The Imperative rule is:

\[
T. \text{ Rule (5)} \quad \text{Imperative}
\]

\[
SD \quad [\emptyset + [\alpha_1 \text{ per}] + [\alpha_1 \text{ per}] + [\beta_1 \text{ num}] + [\beta_1 \text{ num}]] + X + \text{NP} + V + Y
\]

\[
\text{IMPER} \quad 1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \quad 4 \quad 5 \quad 6
\]

\[
\text{SC} \rightarrow \emptyset \quad \emptyset \quad 3 \quad \emptyset \quad 5 + 2 \quad 6
\]
There are three changes brought about by this transformation. Firstly the subject noun phrase is deleted. Secondly, the subject person morpheme [a₁ per] and the auxiliary root, which are dominated by IMPER, are deleted while the subject number morpheme [β₁ num] remains with other morphemes which have been cross-indexed onto the auxiliary. Thirdly, the remaining morphemes dominated by IMPER (accessory/benefactive/object person, accessory/benefactive/object number and subject number), are removed from the domination of AUX and attached as suffixes to the verb. The imperative sentence in surface structure often contains only one constituent, the verb. Other constituents such as object noun phrase and benefactive noun phrase are optional.

Trees 7 and 8 show sentences (19) and (20) after the Imperative rule has applied and before late rules optionally delete the object and benefactive noun phrases.

(19) \[yanta-\text{lu} \]
\[\text{go-Sb:pl} \]
'You all go!'

(20) \[kuy!-\emptyset \]
\[\text{\textipa{|anta-tjaf\textright a-\textleft qu-lu}} \]
\[\text{animal-Nom spear-Bn:1:ex-Bn:du-Sb:pl} \]
'You all spear an animal for us two (exclusive)!'

(Tree 8 overleaf)
3. NOMINATIVE-ERGATIVE DEEP STRUCTURE RULES TYPE 1

3.1 PHRASE STRUCTURE RULES

There are two types of nominative-ergative deep structure that could be suggested for Walmatjari. The first includes the following phrase structure rules.

1. \[ S \rightarrow (S) + \text{AUX} + \text{NP} + \text{VP} + (S) \]

2. \[ \text{VP} \rightarrow (\text{NP}) + V + (\text{NP}_{Bn}) + (\text{NP}_{Ac}) \]

3. \[ V \rightarrow \left[ \begin{array}{l} \text{Vtr} / \text{NP} -- \\ \text{Vintr} \end{array} \right] \]

The NP occurring in Rule 1. is the object of a transitive or subject of an intransitive sentence; the NP occurring before V in Rule 11. is transitive subject. Tree 9 shows the deep structure for sentence (13) when it is generated from these Phrase Structure Rules.
3.2 OBLIGATORY TRANSFORMATIONS

A slightly different set of transformations is needed to bring the sentence from this derivation to the surface structure. They are Ergative NP Movement, Tense Movement, and Case Indexing transformations.

**Ergative NP Movement Rule**

Ergative NP Movement only applies to transitive sentences. It moves the ergative NP out from the domination of VP and attaches it to the S node immediately following the AUX node. This transformation is necessary so that the person and number of the ergative noun phrase in the transitive sentence (subject) can be cross-indexed onto the auxiliary along with the nominative noun phrase of the intransitive sentence (subject). The Ergative NP Movement Rule is given below.

\[
T. \text{ Rule (6) Ergative NP Movement} \]

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c}
\text{SD} & \text{AUX} & \text{NP} & [\text{NP} + \text{X}]_{\text{VP}} & \text{1} & \text{2} & \text{3} & \text{4} \\
\text{SC} & \rightarrow & 1 & 3 & 2 & \emptyset & 4
\end{array}
\]

**Tense Movement Rule**

Tense Movement takes the TENSE node from under AUX and attaches it under the V node. This is the same as the Tense Movement transformation
described in Section 2.

After applying Ergative NP Movement and Tense Movement to Tree 9 we obtain:

Tree 10

It may be helpful at this stage to look at the contrasting tree structure of an intransitive sentence. Note that the Phrase Marker for an intransitive sentence is the same in deep structure whether it be nominative-accusative or nominative-ergative. The example used is sentence (14).

Tree 11

Case Indexing Rule

So far the nominative-ergative deep structure has proved no more complex than the nominative-accusative. It is the Case Indexing transformation which brings in the first complexity as it requires two structural descriptions.
The two structural descriptions are necessary because one description cannot cover all the possibilities of both transitive and intransitive sentences. The first structural description deals with transitive and intransitive sentences in which benefactive noun phrase or accessory noun phrase appears. The second deals with transitive sentences in which no benefactive noun phrase or accessory noun phrase occurs.

In SD1 the first NP cross-indexed will be ergative if Ergative NP Movement has applied, otherwise it will be nominative. The variable X would then be the nominative noun phrase. The NP dominated by VP which is cross-indexed is either \( \text{NP}_{\text{AC}} \) or \( \text{NP}_{\text{BN}} \). This has allowed for the cross-indexing of subject (ergative NP in transitive sentences and nominative NP in intransitive sentences), benefactive and accessory noun phrases in both transitive and intransitive sentences, but it has made no allowance for the object noun phrase to be cross-indexed in a transitive sentence which has neither accessory nor benefactive noun phrase. SD2 does this by cross-indexing both the ergative noun phrase (subject) and the nominative noun phrase (object). 6

3.3 CASE MARKING RULES

The Case Marking Rules are:

1. The noun phrase immediately left of VP is given nominative case inflection.
11. Any other noun phrase left of VP is given ergative case inflection.

111. Noun phrases dominated by VP are given benefactive case inflection if marked \( \text{NP}_{\text{Bn}} \) and accessory case inflection if marked \( \text{NP}_{\text{Ac}} \).

3.4 TRANSFORMATIONS INVOLVING TWO SENTENCES

Further complexities are introduced into the -\( u|a \) Insertion, -u Insertion and -tja: Insertion transformations. The constraint which applies to all three transformations means that they are less concise than those described in Section 2. The constraint is that both sentences must have the same subject regardless of transitivity. Therefore allowance must be made in the structural descriptions for both transitive subject (ergative noun phrase) and intransitive subject (nom- inative noun phrase). To do this extra variables are necessary in each rule.

\[ \text{T. Rule (8) } -u|a \text{ Insertion} \]

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccccccc}
\text{SD} & [ & S & \left[ \text{AUX+W+NP+V} & + & X & S & \text{AUX+Y+NP+V} & + & Z & S \right] & ] \\
\text{S} & \end{array}
\]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

\[ \text{SC} \rightarrow \emptyset \quad \emptyset \quad \emptyset \quad 4\#u|a \quad \emptyset \quad 6 \quad 7 \quad 8 \quad 9 \quad 10 \]

Constraint 3 = 8 referentially

Trees 12 and 13 illustrate sentences (15) and (16) before -\( u|a \) Insertion has applied.

(Trees 12 and 13, and T. Rule (9) - on next page)
WALMATJARI: NOMINATIVE-ERGATIVE OR NOMINATIVE-ACCUSATIVE?

Tree 12

\[
\begin{align*}
S & \rightarrow S \mid AUX \mid NP \mid VP \\
S & \rightarrow AUX \mid NP \mid VP \mid INDIC \mid V \\
S & \rightarrow AUX \mid NP \mid VP \mid INDIC \mid TENSE \mid Vintr \\
S & \rightarrow AUX \mid NP \mid VP \mid INDIC \mid TENSE \mid Vintr \\
\end{align*}
\]

Tree 13

\[
\begin{align*}
S & \rightarrow S \mid AUX \mid NP \mid VP \\
S & \rightarrow AUX \mid NP \mid VP \mid INDIC \mid V \\
S & \rightarrow AUX \mid NP \mid VP \mid INDIC \mid TENSE \mid Vintr \\
S & \rightarrow AUX \mid NP \mid VP \mid INDIC \mid TENSE \mid Vintr \\
\end{align*}
\]

T. Rule (9) - u Insertion

\[
SD \left[ \begin{array}{c}
[\text{MOOD} + \text{TENSE}] + U + NP + V + W \\
\text{AUX}
\end{array} \right] + \left[ \begin{array}{c}
[\text{MOOD} + \text{TENSE}] + Y + NP + V + Z \\
\text{AUX}
\end{array} \right] \\
S \left[ \begin{array}{c}
[\text{MOOD} + \text{TENSE}] + U + NP + V + W + Y + NP + V + Z \\
\text{AUX}
\end{array} \right] \\
S \left[ \begin{array}{c}
[\text{MOOD} + \text{TENSE}] + U + NP + V + W + Y + NP + V + Z \\
\text{AUX}
\end{array} \right]
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \quad 4 \quad 5 \quad 6 \quad 7 \quad 8 \quad 9 \quad 10 \quad 11 \quad 12 \\
SC & \rightarrow 1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \quad 4 \quad 5 \quad 6 \quad 7 \quad \emptyset \quad 9 \quad 10 \quad 11 \uparrow u \quad 12
\end{align*}
\]

Constraints
\[
\begin{align*}
1 & = 7 \\
2 & = 8 \\
4 & = 10 \text{ referentially}
\end{align*}
\]
T. Rule (10) -tja: Insertion

\[
SD \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 \\
6 & 7 & 8 & 9 & 10
\end{bmatrix}
\]

SC \rightarrow 1 2 3 4 5+tja: 6 7 8 9 10

Constraints 1 = 6
3 = 8 referentially

4. NOMINATIVE-ERGATIVE DEEP STRUCTURE RULES TYPE 2

4.1 PHRASE STRUCTURE RULES

An alternative nominative-ergative type of deep structure would be generated by rules which include:

1. \( S \rightarrow (S) + AUX + (NP) + VP + (S) \)
2. \( VP \rightarrow NP + V + (NP_{Bn}) + (NP_{Ac}) \)
3. \( V \rightarrow \begin{cases} Vtr / NP VP --- \\ Vintr \end{cases} \)

The noun phrase occurring in Rule 1. is the subject of a transitive sentence; the noun phrase in Rule 2. which occurs before V is the subject of an intransitive and object of a transitive sentence.

Trees 14 and 15 show the deep structures for sentences (13) and (14) respectively when they are generated from the Phrase Structure Rules given above.
4.2 OBLIGATORY TRANSFORMATIONS

The obligatory transformational rules needed to bring sentences from this derivation to the surface structure are Tense Movement and Case Indexing. These two transformations as well as the Case Marking Rules, -$u$a Insertion, -$u$ Insertion and -$t$ja: Insertion transformations are described here briefly, for comparison with Sections 2 and 3.

Tense Movement Rule

As with the Tense Movement transformation described in Sections 2 and 3 this takes the TENSE node from under AUX and attaches it under the V node.

Case Indexing Rule

A statement of two structural descriptions is needed for Case Indexing for nominative-ergative deep structure Type 2 as it was for Type 1.

In the first structural description the first noun phrase cross-indexed may be the subject of either transitive or intransitive sentences. If it is the subject of a transitive sentence (ergative noun phrase) the variable $X$ will be the nominative noun phrase. The second noun phrase cross-indexed is the last in the sentence. If both benefactive and accessory noun phrases occur the variable $Y$ will be the benefactive noun phrase. This has not allowed for the transitive sentence where the ergative noun phrase (subject) and the nominative noun phrase (object) are both cross-indexed because neither benefactive nor accessory noun phrase occurs. The second structural description is therefore necessary.6
4.3 CASE MARKING RULES

The case marking rules for this second type of nominative-ergative deep structure are:

1. The noun phrase left of V and dominated by VP is given nominative case inflection.

2. Any noun phrase directly dominated by S is given ergative case inflection.

3. Noun phrases dominated by VP are given benefactive case inflection if marked \( \text{NP}_{\text{Bn}} \) and accessory case inflection if marked \( \text{NP}_{\text{Ac}} \).

4.4 TRANSFORMATIONS INVOLVING TWO SENTENCES

T. Rule (12) -ut Insertion

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{SD} & \left[ \text{AUX} + \text{NP} + X + V + Y \right] + \text{AUX} + \text{NP} + 2 \\
& 1 \ 2 \ 3 \ 4 \ 5 \ 6 \ 7 \ 8
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{SC} \rightarrow \emptyset \ \emptyset \ \emptyset \ \emptyset \ 4[u]a \ \emptyset \ 6 \ 7 \ 8
\end{array}
\]

Constraint 2 \( = 7 \) referentially
Trees 16 and 17 illustrate sentences (15) and (16) before -uja insertion has applied.

Tree 16

Tree 17

T. Rules (13) and (14) overleaf.
The advantages in favour of Type 2 deep structure rather than Type 1 are that, (a) Ergative NP Movement transformation is not necessary and (b) structural descriptions in most transformations are simpler though generally these still involve more variables than those in the nominative-accusative deep structure. However, the Case Indexing Rule still requires a statement of two structural descriptions.

CONCLUSION

Five transformations have been presented which require the subject of a transitive sentence (ergative case) and the subject of an intransitive sentence (nominative case) to function as a single constituent but no transformation has been found which requires the nominative noun phrase (subject of an intransitive sentence and object of a transitive sentence) to function as a single constituent.
A comparison of rules given in Section 2 with those in Sections 3 and 4 shows that the necessary transformational rules have a significantly simpler statement with a nominative-accusative base than with either type of nominative-ergative base. However, to bring the sentence from deep to surface structure one less transformation is necessary with nominative-ergative Type 2 base than with either of the others.

The evidence is perhaps insufficient to prove conclusively that the deep structure of Walmatjari is of the nominative-accusative type but a simpler description of the overall grammar is certainly possible if the deep structure is assumed to be nominative-accusative.
ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>An ungrammatical sentence. Late phonological rules have yet to apply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†</td>
<td>Morpheme break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1st person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2nd person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3rd person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ex</td>
<td>Exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in</td>
<td>Inclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>per</td>
<td>Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>num</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sg</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du</td>
<td>Dual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl</td>
<td>Plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sb</td>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ob</td>
<td>Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bn</td>
<td>Benefactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ac</td>
<td>Accessory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nom</td>
<td>Nominative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erg</td>
<td>Ergative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc</td>
<td>Accusative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loc</td>
<td>Locative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIC</td>
<td>Indicative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPER</td>
<td>Imperative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
refl  reflexive
AUX  auxiliary
S    sentence
NP   noun phrase
VP   verb phrase
V    verb
tr   transitive
intr intransitive
TENSE tense
SD   structural description
SC   structural change
T. Rule transformational rule
Q
U
W
X
Y
Z

Variables - with X, Y and Z being used wherever possible and W, U and Q appearing only when more than three variables are needed.
NOTES

1. Walmatjari is the main language spoken along the Fitzroy River in the north of Western Australia. Many of the speakers live on cattle stations along the Fitzroy River while others live in the towns of Fitzroy Crossing and Derby. Some live as far east as the Halls Creek district and a closely related dialect is spoken as far west as La Grange Mission.

   The data for this paper was collected at Fitzroy Crossing under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics by the author and Miss Eirlys Richards between September 1967 and August 1971.

   The enthusiastic help given by many of the Walmatjari-speaking people has been of prime importance in the collection of this data and has led to some very good and lasting friendships.

   I also wish to acknowledge the generous help of Professor R.M.W. Dixon of the Linguistic Department of the Australian National University who has helped me in the understanding of the generative theory behind this analysis as well as in the actual analysis and writing of this paper.

   This paper was prepared with the assistance of a concordance of 90-100 pages of text in Walmatjari produced by a joint project of the Oklahoma University Research Institute and the Summer Institute of Linguistics which was partially supported by Grant GS-1605 of the National Science Foundation.

2. This is not the final form of the sentence. A late phonological rule deletes the auxiliary root pa- when it is immediately followed by a morpheme beginning with the letter p. The final forms of the auxiliary in sentences (10) and (12) are therefore pila-nja and pila respectively.

3. As many as five morphemes can be suffixed to the auxiliary root. The first four specify the person and number of subject and accessory/benefactive/object. In more detail they are:
1st Order  subject person
2nd Order  accessory/benefactive/object person
3rd Order  accessory/benefactive/object number
4th Order  subject number.

The 3rd Order suffix has two paradigms, one which refers to benefactive number and another which refers to object number. When accessory noun phrase appears in the sentence it can choose either of these paradigms. To signal that this 3rd Order suffix is referring to accessory and not to benefactive or object a 5th Order suffix -\textit{\textasciitilde}a is added. No attempt has been made in this paper to write rules covering the suffix -\textit{\textasciitilde}a.

In clauses where only subject is cross-indexed, 1st and 4th Order suffixes only occur in the auxiliary.

4. The ditransitive verb is not included here as it does not bear on the issues considered in this paper. There is only one ditransitive verb root, \textit{\textasciitilde}uq- 'give', which shows a number of syntactic and morphological irregularities.

5. This is not the final form of the sentence. Late phonological rules applied to the auxiliary make certain morphological changes and alter the order of some of the morphemes. The factors causing these changes are not dealt with in this paper. For the sake of simplicity all examples in the paper are given with suffixes in the auxiliary in their deep structure orderings. The late rules will apply to the auxiliary in sentences (13), (14), (15) and (17) so that the surface forms will be:

(13) ma-\textit{\textasciitilde}a-\textit{\textasciitilde}u-nJana\textit{-\textasciitilde}a
(14) ma-\textit{\textasciitilde}a-\textit{\textasciitilde}u-p\textit{\textasciitilde}a\textit{n\textasciitilde}a
(15) ma-\textit{\textasciitilde}a-\textit{\textasciitilde}u-n\textit{\textasciitilde}a
(17) pa-\textit{\textasciitilde}u-\textit{\textasciitilde}a

The auxiliary is preferred as second constituent of the sentence but otherwise word order is fairly free. This freedom of word order does not affect the meaning of the sentence.

6. In the intransitive sentence (8),
\begin{verbatim}
\textit{\textasciitilde}an\textit{\textasciitilde}i ma-\textit{\textasciitilde}a-\textit{\textasciitilde}u  \textit{\textasciitilde}an\textit{\textasciitilde}ampa-\textit{\textasciitilde}0
\textit{\textasciitilde}went  INDIC-Sb:1:ex-Sb:pl  \textit{\textasciitilde}we:ex-Nom
\textit{\textasciitilde}We all (exclusive) went.\end{verbatim}
the auxiliary root is followed by only two morphemes: person and number of the subject. This sentence type is not included in the Case Indexing Rule of any of the analyses presented since it does not affect the issues considered in this paper. The Case Indexing Rule, in each analysis, would require an extra structural description of \textit{\textasciitilde}AUX + NP + Vintr.
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INTERPENETRATION OF STRESS AND PITCH
IN WIK-MUNKAN GRAMMAR AND PHONOLOGY

BARBARA J. SAYERS

0. INTRODUCTION

Wik-Munkan is an Australian Aboriginal language spoken in the area of the Archer River in the Cape York Peninsula, Queensland, Australia. It is classified as Pama-Nyungan Family, Pama-Maric Group, Middle Paman Sub-group (O'Grady, Voegelin and Voegelin 1966:54) and is spoken as either the first or second language of the 700 people who live at Aurukun on the Archer River.

S. A. Wurm (1972:16,17) quotes the early writer Schmidt (1919) as postulating that the Northern Australian languages were unrelated to each other and to the remaining part of the continent. Wurm also quotes Kroeber (1923) who, while recognizing the linguistic unity throughout the continent, still admitted that in Northern Australia there was much less linguistic homogeneity than in the south and that even adjacent languages often differed profoundly in the north. Ursula McConnel (1945) spoke of the abrupt linguistic and cultural change which extended right across the Peninsula north of the Archer River.

More recently, Kenneth Hale (1964) has indicated that he believes the changes in the Northern Paman languages immediately north of the Watson River (just to the north of the Archer River) are only superficially deviant owing to phonological development peculiar to them. He also points out (in an unpublished manuscript) that Linŋiŋiy has predominantly monosyllabic morphemes and that this feature, while rare throughout the rest of Australia, is shared with other languages of the northern Paman family spoken further south in the Peninsula. Wik-Munkan is included in the languages which feature predominantly monosyllabic morphemes.
The inventory of segmental phonemes in Wik-Munkan is typical of Australian Aboriginal languages in general (O'Grady, Voegelin and Voegelin 1966) and only varies from Proto Paman (Hale 1964:225) by the addition of glottal stop and the further two vowel phonemes /e/ and /o/. The Wik-Munkan inventory is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bi-labial</th>
<th>inter-dental</th>
<th>apico-alveolar</th>
<th>lamino-palatal</th>
<th>velar</th>
<th>glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stops</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>tʃ</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasals</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>nʃ</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lateral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>γ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semi-vowels</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is, however, considerable phonological divergence in Cape York, and this could have influenced the early writers in their assumptions about Cape York languages. For example, Kunjen (Sommer 1969) which has no glottal stop or vowel length but has three fricatives; Gogo-Yimidjir (de Zwaan 1969) which has no glottal stop; and Mabuiag (Simpson 1971) has no inter-dentals, no glottal stop, but has fricatives, and no vowel length. The Northern Paman languages have their own peculiar phonological development which includes pre-nasalised stops, nasalisation of vowels and a voiced fricative series. These phonological innovations clearly distinguish them from the Wik languages (Hale 1964:251).

As well as inventory difference, the slower staccato type speech of Wik-Munkan with its short words and its obvious pitch changes related to marked stress patterns contrasts with languages which have fast flowing speech with less marked stress patterns. While there are many contrastive stress patterns for Wik-Munkan words, strong structural pressure is exerted by the pattern which I have called Normal Rhythm. This same pattern is described by Dixon (1972:274) for Dyirbal words as the 'preferred' stress pattern. In both languages the first syllable is stressed and there is one and only one unstressed syllable between each successive stressed syllable.

While Wik-Munkan sounds 'different' from other languages in the Cape York area and from those elsewhere throughout Australia, it fits into the over-all Australian phonological system.
The analysis of Wik-Munkan stress and pitch has caused the author considerable difficulty. The first difficulty was initial failure to recognize the grammatical significance of stress/pitch changes (first pointed out for tense distinctions by Kenneth Hale in personal communication). This lack of recognition was due to the fact that the same phonetic phenomena functions differently between different suffix classes which are defined by stress. With suffix classes such as those which include tense there is contrast between morphemes which is shown only by stress distinctions while with another suffix class these same stress differences are only stress-conditioned allomorphs.

Once the contrastive nature of stress was recognized, problems remained from a phonological viewpoint as the stress contrasts were asymmetrical. It was only when the grammar was considered in the analysis that these gaps could be adequately accounted for. From the grammatical viewpoint the lack of symmetry in contrasts can be accounted for within the grammatical structure as the pressure of certain affix classes overrides Normal Rhythm.

The analysis uses the Tagmemic model which is hierarchical in approach (Pike 1947) with the hierarchy being handled in descending order. This analysis, however, differs from Pike's model in that grammar is handled as it relates to each level of the phonology hierarchy. Some levels of the hierarchy such as the Foot and the Syllable have been analysed following Grimes' model (1969).

This paper is presented in two parts. Part I (Intonation) handles the analysis of the Phonological Clause, the Phonological Sentence and Intonation. It covers contrastive height and placement of both P-clause and P-sentence stress and predictable features of speed and pitch in the body of both P-clauses and P-sentences. Twenty-six contrastive intonation patterns are described in relation to their phonological components and their grammatical usage.

Part II, which is to follow, covers the following levels of the phonological hierarchy: the Word, the Foot, the Syllable and the Phoneme.

The data was collected during residence at Aurukun between 1962 and 1973, under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics.²

I greatly appreciate the consultation and editorial help of Eunice Pike and Alan Healey and other co-workers in the Summer Institute of Linguistics. Thanks are also extended to the Wik-Munkan speakers at Aurukun who have helped in various ways. These helpers include Hazel Chevathan, Geraldine Kawangka, Winnie Koongotema, Topsy Wolmby and Maud Yunkaporta.
My co-worker, Christine Kilham, is undertaking further detailed work towards a Ph.D. in Linguistics. Her thesis topic is 'The Thematic Organization of Wik-Munkan' which includes such features as the relevance of pitch to new information and thematic development. Her encouragement and comments have been most helpful.

1. PHONOLOGICAL CLAUSE

Wik-Munkan intonation is most easily described by first considering how it is related to the rhythm wave which is here called the Phono logical clause (P-clause).

A P-clause consists of one or more words grouped together by having a single clause-stress, an intonation pattern, and certain predictable features of pitch and speed. It is normally bounded by pauses, but in the middle of certain merged sentences pause does not occur.

In describing the P-clause it is convenient to regard it as composed of two sections. The body consists of all but the last syllable or last half-syllable of the P-clause. Grammatically, it is the lexical part of the P-clause. The terminal is the last syllable if that syllable is an 'intonation carrier' clitic, or is the last half of the last syllable if no 'intonation carrier' clitic occurs.

1.1 CONTRASTIVE CLAUSE STRESS AND GRAMMAR

Within the body of the P-clause there is one syllable with a peak of prominence, called clause-stress, which is perceived as being louder and higher in pitch than that of other syllables in the P-clause.

In Wik-Munkan the placement of clause-stress (marked by 0) is phonologically unpredictable and therefore contrastive. In many of the examples cited below, the clause-stress is also sentence-stress and is then marked by 00. (All other symbols are listed in Section 3.2.).

(1) / pūk ŋājàřamura 00p:ʔan-#1
  child my:foc  big-int
  'My child is big.'

(2) / pūk ʊŋŋājàřamura p:ʔan-#1
  child my:ts  he:minds:it-int
  'My child minds it.'

The placement of clause-stress, however, is predictable in terms of the grammar of the body of the P-clause.

(a) In a clause containing a verb, clause-stress normally occurs on the tagmeme preceding the verb, either transitive (3) or intransitive (4).
STRESS AND PITCH IN WIK-MUNKAN

(3) / pám pf:ʔan ʔámpln-#1
man big from:there:to:here they:came:int
'The important men came from there to here.'

(4) / pám tənəŋən təkú pf:k-#1
man that:ts dog he:hit:int
'That man hit the dog.'

(b) When a content-interrogative clause contains a verb, the clause-stress occurs on the interrogative pronoun which frequently precedes the verb.

(5) / tənt ʔwəntɬək təjan-a2
you where:to you:go:int
'Where are you going?'

(6) / təŋə:nəŋ půkən wənpl-#2
what:on child-ts he:put:int
'What did the child put it on?'

(c) If the verb is preceded only by a subject pronoun and is followed by only a non-subject pronoun, clause-stress occurs on the verb.

(7) / tən təp kə ʔəna-#1
he he:hit them(all)-int
'He hit them.'

(8) / tən təw půlənt-#1
he he:said to:them(two)-int
'He said to them.'

(d) In desiderative mood, clause-stress occurs on the verb to which the 'intonation carrier' clitic -è: or -à: is attached.

(9) / ʔán ʔwə:ʔən-ə:a3
punct you:tell:me:about:it:int
'I wish you would tell me about it.'

(e) In an Inverted-Sequence Sentence, the clause-stress occurs on the verb in the Consequent Action tagmeme, thus putting focus on this verb which is out of chronological order.

(10) / pəl təkəljn-ə:3
to:here you:would:send:it:int
'I wish you would send it here.'

(11) Cons Act: / nʃ təf:ɬyəw-ə3
you(two) Ant Act: / kələtəj
you(two)went-int clothes
kə:ʔətəm ʔunkənən půnə-#1
first punct:foc you(two)washed-int
'You two went after you had washed the clothes.'
(f) In a Future Result Sentence, the clause-stress may occasionally occur on the future/infinite verb in the Future Result tagmeme.

we:emo here we:came-int place
nu?ka?am j?an \ oo:k?an-# \ Fut Res: / wík
youre foot:with to:tread:int words
oo'm?am nu?ka?am-#
we:to:hold yours-int
'We came here to live at your place and to learn your language.'

(g) In non-verbal clauses the clause-stress occurs on the non-verbal predicate. This rule still holds in a content-interrogative non-verbal clause whether or not the interrogative pronoun is final.

'I thought it was a cat.'

(14) / pam wé:?án oo'mín-a \ man who:foc good-int
'What man is good?'

(15) / pam mín oo?wé:?án-a \ man good who:foc-int
'Who is the good man?'

(h) When the function morphemes yá? (non-verbal negative/verbal intensifier), k? (verbal negative), and yá?anám (frustration marker) occur they take clause-stress.

(16) j? máy ?ín míi oo?yá?-# \ food this good not-int
'This food is terrible!'

'To no avail I burned small sticks etc., still the mosquitos almost picked us up (carried us away).'
In a Simile Sentence, when a negative does not occur, clause-stress occurs on the word preceding the similarity markers yīmanəŋ or ?ánmən 'in like manner', thus focusing on the item of similarity. If the similarity marker is the first word in the P-clause, the marker receives clause-stress, thus focusing on the similarity itself.

(18) / níl /datatables-open-val/ŋópōtj-ŋópōtj-ŋ# / wëntj-ŋá?: she she:cried-int exclam-int sore:bad

ŋópōtj-ŋá?/ dolóŋəŋ / ŋókə? púŋən ŋáyəŋ-ŋá?
sore-int spear:with neg you:spear me-int

ŋóyə?ŋənəm ʔάw-ʔάw-ŋ#
to:no:avail she:said-int

',...she cried out "yakkay, my sores are very sore. Don't spear me with a spear". But she said it to no avail.'

(19) driver ʔóʔón ?álaŋənəly-ŋá? / ŋák-owáy mùŋk-ŋ#

driver one that:one:ts-int beer he:drank-int

/ ?án ká? níl /datatables-open-val/ŋókəʔantj yīmanəŋ nj[ŋ:n-nj]:n-ŋ#

that like he blind in:like:manner he:site:int

'One driver had drunk beer and it was just as if he was blind.'

(20) .../ káʔ ká:ntj ʊ́mínaŋ ké:kan-ŋ# / ʔá:k ŋá:ŋ

like seed good:foc it:falls-int place sand

ʊ́mínaŋ:ŋ# / ʊ́yímanəŋ ?í:yán-ŋ#
good:in:foc:int like:manner he:will:go-int

',...like the good seed fell on the good ground - we will behave in that manner.'

(21) .../ káʔ ká:ntj ʊ́mínaŋ ké:kan-ŋ# / pál-pù:yán-ŋ#

like seed good:foc it:falls-int here:there:foc:int

/ ʔá:ŋ ʊ́mínaŋ:ŋ# / ʔá:ŋ kúntəwəŋ ké:kan-ŋ#
sand good:in:foc:int sand stony:in fell:it-int

ʔí yímanəŋ ʊ́yáʔ-ŋ#
in:like:manner not-int

',...like good seed that falls here and there on good ground, not like seed that falls into stony ground.'

(1) In the first clause of a Like Merged Sentence, when a negative does not occur, clause-stress occurs on the irregular verb ká:ŋk 'like'.

(2) In the first clause of a Like Merged Sentence, when a negative does not occur, clause-stress occurs on the irregular verb ká:ŋk 'like'.

(3) In the first clause of a Like Merged Sentence, when a negative does not occur, clause-stress occurs on the irregular verb ká:ŋk 'like'.

(4) In the first clause of a Like Merged Sentence, when a negative does not occur, clause-stress occurs on the irregular verb ká:ŋk 'like'.
(22) / níl ʷʔókʰ-ŋ#3 ʷ/ ʷwájly múŋkòw-#1 ʷ/ púl ʷm Walsh-#1
he likes-int yams to:eat-int and meat-int
'He likes eating yams and meat.'

(23) / ʔóqí ᵃkʰ ʷoókóʔ-#3 ʷ/ ʔákʰ?ópáʔj ʷánaŋán-#1
I like neg-int white-noise them-int
'I don't like white people!'

1.2 PREDICTABLE PITCH IN THE BODY OF A P-CLAUSE

In the body of the P-clause the word stresses become successively higher in pitch until the peak of prominence is reached. This is clause-stress and on this syllable word-stress and clause-stress coincide. Following clause-stress, pitch usually drops sharply until it reaches the final syllable of the lexical part of the P-clause.

The pitch of the syllable carrying clause stress is phonologically conditioned by the consonants in that syllable.

The shape of stressed syllables in Wik-Munkan is CV(:)C(C)(C), that is, the basic pattern is CVC with optional length on the vowel nucleus and the possibility of the coda being filled by up to three consonants. There are restrictions as to the classes of consonants which fill each C of the coda. When both the onset consonant and the first consonant of the coda are voiceless, the pitch of the clause-stress is highest. When one of the two consonants is voiceless and the other voiced, the pitch of clause-stress is mid height. When both these consonants are voiced, the pitch of clause-stress is lowest.

The following examples where the relative pitch height is shown by contour lines demonstrate the differences in pitch height.

(24)
/ pám oóʔfáʔm ʔᶠ[y-#1
man slowly went:he-int
'The man went slowly.'

(25)
/ pám oóʔéʔkám ʔᶠ[y-#1
man quickly went:he-int
'The man went quickly.'
(26)
/ pȃm ɔo móf tjam kέː?−#1
man supple danced:he-int
'The man danced well (in a supple manner).'

(27)
/ pȃm ɔo mí nam kέː?−#
man well danced:he-int
'The man danced well.'

(28)
/ yúk ɔo móf tʃ j−#1
thing soft-int
'A soft thing.'

(29)
/ yúk ɔo mí n−#1
thing good-int
'A good thing.'

The pitch of clause-stress in a P-clause with general pitch elevation and compressed pitch range is less clearly perceived since the range of pitch is minimal. It is more clearly perceived as extra loudness.

1.3 PREDICTABLE SPEED IN A P-CLAUSE

In any P-clause one of three possible speeds occurs. These contrastive speeds inter-relate with contrastive levels and ranges of pitch.

(a) Intonation patterns with a neutral pitch (/) or an elevated compressed pitch (†) have somewhat slow even timing throughout, according to various patterns discussed later (see The Foot in Part II of the paper).

(b) Patterns with an expanded pitch range ($) have a clause-stressed syllable which is optionally greatly lengthened. Syllables preceding the clause-stressed syllable are somewhat faster but are evenly timed.
The syllables following the clause-stressed syllable are very fast and together occupy about the same time as the syllable with clause-stress.

(c) Patterns with a lowered pitch (\(\uparrow\)) have the somewhat faster and even timing of the pre-peak part of an expanded pattern (\(\downarrow\)), but this speed is carried throughout the whole P-clause.

1.4 PHONOLOGICAL CLAUSE AND GRAMMATICAL CLAUSE

One grammatical clause (G-clause) is usually also one P-clause. Under certain circumstances, however, one G-clause may be two or more P-clauses:

(1) If the subject, object, benefactive or indirect object contains a co-ordinate serial list, each item in the list is a P-clause and the remainder of the G-clause (including a pronoun summarizing the list) is also a separate P-clause. For the most part, each of its P-clauses has the intonation pattern \(\ldots\-\downarrow\); if the list occurs after the verb, each of its P-clauses has either \(\ldots\-\uparrow\) or \(\ldots\-\#\) (clause-stress roughly even on pre-posed Summarizing P-clause).

(30) \[\text{I-int you-int Topsy-int we(all) we:went-int 'Topsy, you and I all went, didn't we?'}\]

(31) \[\text{he fish these to:here carried:he them-int fish \(\uparrow\) \(\text{oopål kål tänat-\# m\#} \)}\]
\[\text{crab-int fish catfish-int fish barramundi-int 'He brought home these fish; crabs, catfish and barramundi.'}\]

(32) \[\text{they to:them they: gave-int to:the:real:mother-int} \]
\[\text{to:the:real:father-int to:the:real:child-int 'They gave (it) to them; to the mother, the father and the child.'}\]

(11) A 'Sentence Topic' is analyzed as part of the first G-clause of a sentence.\(^3\) It consists of either a noun phrase or of two or more noun phrases in apposition. Each such noun phrase is a P-clause with the intonation pattern \(\uparrow\ldots\downarrow\), and the remainder of the G-clause (which may include a pronoun representing the topic) is a further separate P-clause.
(33) Ȳónápâyºnèy-à? ȲºTariři?ánºnèy-à? Ȳ nl ղąn-k-mź n 0ºyá?-#¹

After:that-int Tariři:that-int he happy not-int

"After that Tariři was not happy."

(iii) In an emphatically negative verbal sentence ké? occurs (with clause-stress) as the normal negative particle before the verb and yá? occurs at the end of the G-clause and constitutes a separate P-clause by itself and takes both clause and sentence-stress. There is rarely a pause between these two P-clauses.

(34) Ȳ ñáy ká:ŋk ké? mlinkàŋ tanaŋ-#¹ # 0ºyá?-#¹

I like neg eat:I them-int no-int

"I really don't like eating them!"

(iv) When a polite question is asked by a person of the younger generation, the last word of the G-clause is the question particle óy which constitutes a separate P-clause from the preceding part of the G-clause. It has its own clause-stress, but never takes sentence-stress.

(35) Ȳ nl int 0ºké? yélkam pèkl?-#² # 0ºyé-#¹<

you neg shake:a:leg dance:for:me-int Q-int

"You wouldn't dance 'shake a leg' for me, would you?"

(v) The conjunction ?á? always constitutes a P-clause by itself and always has the same intonation pattern. It may be described in either of two ways:

(a) as the conjunction ?á? plus the pattern 1...-#³ with the P-clause commencing with low pitch, 0º?á?-#³ or,

(b) as the conjunction ? plus the pattern 1...-á?³, with the secondary stress becoming primary stress by default and with the P-clause commencing with extra low pitch 0º-á?³.

The first analysis has been used in the examples in this paper.

(vi) In an equational or stative clause, having any one of certain intonation patterns ending in -#, -ýy, -h, or -hw, -a is attached to the subject which is the first tagmeme of the clause. This subject could perhaps be regarded as being a separate P-clause with the intonation pattern / ...-a¹. There is, however, absence of pause (symbolized #) between the two tagmemes.

(36) 0ºãîn-a¹ # 0ºmîn-#¹

this-int good-int

"This is good."
Alternatively, it could be regarded as a non-phonemic open transition between the two tagmemes within a single P-clause.

(37) / ?în {oo}min-#{1} 
	this good-int
'This is good.'

Two G-clauses could be considered as one P-clause in Merged Sentences but, due to the presence of two clause-stresses in all but one sub-type, they have been analyzed as two P-clauses even though there is obligatory absence of pause. (Merged sentences are discussed further in Section 2.1f.)

2. THE PHONOLICAL SENTENCE

A P-sentence consists of one or more P-clauses which have a single sentence-stress and characteristic features of pitch at the onset. It is bounded by obligatory pause.

Within each grammatical sentence there is one clause-stress which is higher than the other clause-stresses. This is called sentence-stress. The pitch difference between sentence-stress and clause-stress of the other P-clauses within the sentence may be minimal or considerable.

The onset of a new P-sentence is clearly identified by the high rise of the pitch of clause-stress, and it may also be accompanied by the intonation pattern ...-³ on the first P-clause of the sentence.

2.1 CONTRASTIVE SENTENCE STRESS AND GRAMMAR

In Wik-Munkan the placement of sentence-stress (marked by oo) is phonologically unpredictable and thus contrastive. This stress has higher pitch than any other clause-stress in the P-sentence.

(38) / kú? oo{ana}n{an} {o}njf:ûn-#{1} / òòkò? palanj-a¹  
dog those sat:they-int neg bit:me-int  
'Those dogs sat and they didn't bite me.'

(39) / yùk {oo}{ana}n{an} pf:kan-#{1} / òòé? pf:kan-#{1}  
thing those hit:I-int billy:can hit:I-int  
'I hit those things — I hit those billy cans.'

The placement of sentence-stress, however, is determined by the grammar of the utterance, as shown in the following sub-sections.

(a) In most sentences the sentence-stress is on the first P-clause, on the word and syllable which normally has clause-stress. Such P-sentences consist of a series of P-clauses with /...#1 intonation
pattern and occasionally /...–əʔ³ pattern. P-sentences of this kind frequently occur in Paraphrase, Temporal, Co-ordinating and Parallel Sentences. A P-sentence may consist of a single P-clause in which case the clause-stress is also the sentence-stress.

Paraphrase Sentence:

(40) Text: / nː̃ə QLatin-1
he he:said to:them(all)-int he
ònûnantəkam wā:ʔ-1
his:himself he:told:about-int
'He said to them — he told about himself.'

Amplification (Paraphrase) Sentence:

(41) Text: / ñː̃ə yuk 0op̱:ʔanən ?μmpln-1
they(all) tree big:foc they:out-int
Amplification: / ñː̃əpə̃pənə ?μmpln-1
axe sharp:with they:out-int
'They cut down a big tree — they cut it with a sharp axe.'

Sequence (Temporal) Sentence:

(42) Antecedent Base: / ñː̃ə ?op̱:yə̃ʔ-3 Consequent Base₁: / ñː̃ə?
I I:went-int mouth
òtjawaʔən ?μ镧aʔan-1 Consequent Base₂: ñː̃əʔ-3
big:knife:with I:out:it-int cj-int
/òhookən wstjaʔan-1
hook:foc I:pulled:it:out-int
'I went and cut the mouth (of the fish) with a big knife and pulled the hook out.'

Co-ordinate Sentence:

(43) Action: / nː̃ən kùym 0oʔalantən meʔ:wutən-1
he:foc used:to that:one:to he:eyes:shut-int
kneee:om he:eat-int cj-int man
wântj kʊn̥ŋtj ñː̃ən-1
woman he:cursed them(all)-int
'He used to pray to that one and worship him and curse people.'
Parallel Sentence:
(44) Text: / Ţán mán-yà zam ?nà nàn oò kàn ké: antàn-#1
they(all) alive these punct they:dance-int
Parallel: / níl mnjytà lamàn oò kàn ké: an-#1
he ghost:punct he:dances-int
'Those who are alive dance and he, the ghost, dances.'

Simple Sentence:
(45) / Œ:k  naïpà rà m oo yì manàn wù n-#1
place/custom ours(all) in:this:manner it:lies-int
'Our custom is like this.'

(46) / oo naïjärà mān-#1
my:ts-int
'(It was) my (dog which bit).'

(b) In an Inverted Sequence Sentence the sentence-stress may come on
the second P-clause which is the Antecedent Action tagmeme. (See
Section 1.1 (e) for an example.)

(c) When the function morphemes yà (non-verbal negative/verbal in-
tensifier), ké? (verbal negative) and yà?gàm (frustration marker)
which take clause-stress occur, they may also take sentence-stress.
(See Section 1.1 (f) for examples.)
When a further function morpheme ?ép (factitive marker) occurs in a
verbal clause it may take both clause-stress and sentence-stress.

(47) wì y oo ?ép-wè y kú :pàmì n-wèy-#1  Œ: wì yì y-à?3
some fact:emo they:happy:emo-int some:others-int
ì ká : n kó k¿-#3 / pò pàm oò ?gà n nà n-nj : nà nì n-#1
like neg-int still there they:sat-int
'Some were happy (at school) but some didn't like it -
they just sat quietly.'

The question tag ?éy, which is always a separate P-clause, never
takes sentence-stress but the preceding part of the G-clause does.

(d) When a P-clause has elevated or expanded intonation, sentence-
stress is on that clause within the sentence.

(48) wì nì nt wì k-ká t oo kó k è wà : ?a nj-nj-#2  # / ?é y-#12<
you story neg tell:to:me-int Q:tag-int
'You wouldn't tell me a story, would you?'

(49) wì oò ?ì : yàn-à :# 3  / Œ: k ?ù wì n-#1
they:went-int place they:found-int
'They kept on going and then they found the place.'
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(50) Text:Generic: /ŋəy mìŋ ⁰ŋə? tʃɪntaŋəñ-#¹
   I animal fish I:speared:it-int

Text:Specific: I mìŋ wàŋkam ⁰oɔpifikasi?an tʃɪntaŋəñ-#¹
   animal barramundi big I:speared:it-int
   'I speared a fish — I speared a really big barramundi.'

If a sentence has both a P-clause with elevated intonation and a P-clause with expanded intonation, the one with expanded intonation takes the sentence stress.

(51) ↑ ŋəy ká? ⁰ŋəf:yɨŋənt-à?³
   I just:as I:should:go:to:him-int but no-int

nìl ⁰ŋəf:kanək wàmpəř-#¹
   he because to:here he:came:to:me-int
   'I was about to go to him, but didn't (go) because he came here to me.'

(52) ↑ ŋəy ká? ⁰wàntaŋəñ-à?³ I pùjì mìŋ ⁰oɔpifikasi?an
   I about I:leave-int but fish big

wʃtiaŋəñ-#¹ / kàʔpà:í ⁰ŋəʔam njf:n菊:\nəŋ-#¹
   I:caught:it-int therefore there I:sat-int
   'I was about to go but then I caught a really big fish so I kept sitting there.'

(e) When the pitch of the first P-clause of a sentence is lowered, sentence-stress occurs on the following P-clause which has neutral pitch height.

(53) ↓ nìl ⁰tʃaw ⁰nəŋənt-#¹ /⁰ɔké? ⁰f:yən-à?³ / nìnt
   he he:said to:him-int neg you:go:imp-int you
   ⁰ŋəʔam-à?³ ⁰tʃaw-#¹
   here:to:stay-int he:said:int
   'He said to him, "Don't go — you stay here".'

(f) Wik-Munkan has a restricted set of merged grammatical sentence structures where the significant phonological feature is also that of merging. There is obligatory absence of pause (symbolized ') between certain tagmemes and the position of sentence-stress in some sub-types is indeterminate.

(1) In the Indirect Quote Sentence there is obligatory absence of pause between the pre-posed Indirect Quote Formula and the Indirect Quote tagmeme. Sentence-stress occurs on the Indirect Quote tagmeme. Following this tagmeme there is pause before the post-posed Indirect Quote Formula.
In the Indirect Quote Content Question Merged Sentence, the Indirect Quote Yes/No Question Sentence, the Indirect Quote Merged Sentence, and the 'Like' Merged Sentence, both clauses take approximately equal stress. These sentences could either be regarded as having no sentence-stress or as having fluctuating sentence-stress. Because of the occurrence of two clause-stresses, these Merged Sentences are considered to consist of two P-clauses. There is, however, obligatory absence of pause between them.

Indirect Quote Content Question Merged Sentence:
(55) MQF: /oəŋkən \t̪ənt-#2 \# MContQ: /o\wɔntln wúmpln-#2
   you:ask them:to-int-# where they:put-int
   'Ask them where they put it.'

Indirect Quote Yes/No Question Sentence:
(56) IQoF: /oəŋkən núŋ\ŋant-#2 \# IndQuest: /nɨl ná\t
   ask:you to:him-int-# he maybe
   o\wɔmpl\ŋy-#2
   he:would:come-int
   'Ask him if he would come.'

Indirect Quote Merged Sentence:
(57) MQF: /n\mp o\wá:ʔ\mp \t̪ənt-#1 \# MIndQ: /o\kón-k\ŋanjaŋ \l̚i:y\ŋn-#1
   we:we:tell:about to:them-int-# ear:high:up they:to:go-int
   '...we will tell them to be alert...'

'Like' Merged Sentence:
(58) Like Base: /nɨl o\ká:\ŋk-#3 \# Action: /o\wá\ŋly
   he likes-int-# yam:type
   m\ŋk\w-#1 / púl o\m\ŋan-#1
   he:to:eat-int they(two) meat:with-int
   'He likes eating yams and meat.'
Like Base: /ŋą y 0kà :ŋk-#3 / Action: /n fàn
I like-int-# you(two):foc
ŋà:?-tòn-tòn 0?f:kanàk wàmpòw-#1
every:day to:here you:come(two)-int
'I like you two to come here every day.'

In the Conditional Answer ("Like' Merged) Sentence the subject pronoun takes sentence-stress. The verb kà:ŋk 'like' occurs immediately preceding sentence-stress. There is only one clause-stress in this highly elliptical sentence construction.

Choice Marker: /kà:ŋk / Action: 0on fàntàn nàf
like you:foc maybe 1:6:ʔàr-a2
you:give:to:me-int
(Q: Would you like tea?) 'If you would like to give it to me.' (Implied: I didn't come asking for tea, but I'd like it if you want to give it to me.)

In a Cyclic Sentence the clause-stresses on the Text and Text' tagmemes have approximately the same pitch. This is true irrespective of the pitch on the intervening clause-stress(es). Thus, if there are no features in the sentence (such as elevated or expanded intonation, or certain particles) causing heightening of pitch, the location of sentence-stress is indeterminately or fluctuatingly on the first or last tagmemes. The rise of pitch in the last P-clause up to the clause-stress is not as great as the rise of pitch in the first clause of a new sentence.

/ŋà:?tòn tònàn yl m0 y f màn àm -#1 /0?f kan àm -#1 /
⁺mày every:day:foc this:manner-int we:get:up-int food
mùnkànàn-#1 /0?f:yanàn mà:?-nà tánàk-#1 / nîl òòymán màm
we:eat-int we:go to:pray it this:manner
?î:yàn nà:tòntònànly-#1
it:goes every:day:foc-int
'Every day it's like this — we get up, we eat and we go to pray. This is the way it is every day.'

/ʔf n 0ʔf:ìn-kèn j-#1 /0p f tàlà nàn ʔàk-#1
this here:high-int on:plain:foc it:fell-int
I nàkànàn 00kà:ʔàm ʔàk-à?3 / ŋà y 0ʔf:ìn-kàn j
in:water:foc didn't it:fall-int I here:high
A:ʔàn-#1 /0p f tàlà n-#1
I:threw-int on:plain-int
'It's here above. It fell on the plain — it didn't fall in the water. I threw it above on the plain.'

When a G-sentence expounds a sentence-level tagmeme, the pitch of the sentence-stress of this embedded sentence is approximately the same as the pitch of the clause-stress of a single clause were it to expound this tagmeme. The P-clause divisions, stresses, intonation, speed, and pauses of an embedded G-sentence are the same as those of an unembedded G-sentence.

2.2 PREDICTABLE PITCH OF A P-SENTENCE

There are three variants of the overall pitch pattern of the P-sentence. These are in relation to (i) the placement of P-sentence stress and (ii) the pitch height and range of the P-clause which takes sentence-stress.

(a) When sentence-stress occurs in the first P-clause in a sentence of two or more P-clauses, the P-sentence has an overall downdrift of pitch of successive P-clause stresses. When a sentence ends in a series of several P-clauses with -#1 or -a1 as terminal, most of the drop in pitch occurs on the clause which has sentence-stress. In fact, the downdrift of pitch on the series of clauses following sentence-stress is so slight that Wik-Munkan speakers listening to such a sentence often find it impossible to tell where it ends until they hear the pitch step up dramatically for the next P-sentence.

(b) When sentence-stress occurs on a non-initial P-clause, the clause-stresses of all P-clauses preceding the one with sentence-stress also show an overall downdrift of pitch. Thus, this first part of the G-sentence preceding the P-clause with sentence-stress and the second part which follows it each have the pitch characteristics of a P-sentence with sentence-stress on the first clause. However, even when the sharp rise of pitch characteristic of a new P-sentence occurs on the second part, the two parts are lexically bound in such a way that they could not possibly be two P-sentences.
he animal wallaby he:shot-int animal wallaby

'He shot a wallaby. It was a big one.'

'some like neg stay:here to: sit-int they(all)
live outside to:go-int to:play-int

'Some don't like sitting in here. They really like to go outside to play.'

(c) The pitch on the syllable with sentence-stress is higher than usual if the sentence-stress is on a P-clause with elevated or expanded intonation. The height of P-clause stress in a P-clause with expanded pitch range may override the height of P-clause stress in a P-clause which contains a word such as the negative ké which frequently attracts sentence stress. (See example (65).)

(66) ↑ hàn oo ké:n kì:kanàn-à? /omùñkan hàl-#1
we punct:focus we:cooked:it-int we:ate then-int /
/ hàl oo? tanàñ-#1
animal fish those-int

'When we had cooked them we ate those fish.'

2.3 PREDICTABLE SPEED IN A P-SENTENCE

Apart from the variations of speed already described for individual clauses (see Section 1.4) the timing of a series of P-clauses within a P-sentence is relatively even, with two exceptions, viz.,

(a) In six sub-types of Juxtaposed Sentences (Paraphrase, Amplification, Negated Antonym, Generic-Specific, Reduction, and Reduction Amplification) all P-clauses following the first G-clause tend to be faster.

(b) In the Completive Action Sequence Sentence the last P-clause is faster than the others.

2.4 SENTENCE AND PARAGRAPH

If one considers only the size and complexity of themes, one would expect to find a distinction between sentences and paragraphs in Wik-Munkan. During the analysis of the grammar, however, it proved
impossible to find any structural evidence of such a distinction. All the grammatical units of these kinds, both large and small, complex and simple, were analyzed as G-sentences (Sayers 1976). When we examine Wik-Munkan phonology we find again that there is no difference between what we might at first think to be sentences and paragraphs. Both kinds or sizes of utterances have the phonological features of a P-sentence, that is, one P-sentence is always one G-sentence and vice versa. A single P-sentence in Wik-Munkan may encompass as many as fourteen or more G-clauses which would be translated into English as a paragraph of several sentences. The only grammatical difference between this and a short sentence is the extensive embedding of sentences within sentences, that is, it is a structure of embedding rather than a linear string of clauses.

It is possible to paraphrase such a long P-sentence as several shorter P-sentences, but only by changing the grammatical structure so that each is a typical G-sentence, and by inserting adequate lexical repetition to give identification of the participants, time and location, and by making the logical relationships quite explicit.

The analysis of the complex Wik-Munkan structure as being only divisible by paraphrasing is validated by the reaction of literate Wik-Munkans. If full stops are inserted within a P-sentence following what appears to be complete G-sentences, the Wik-Munkan reader is confused unless the paraphrasing adjustments are made as described above. If paraphrasing adjustments are not made and full stops are inserted, he may confuse the participants, lose track of the time or location, or fail to make the logical connection. However, when a long P-sentence which is so typical of oral Wik-Munkan, is paraphrased into several shorter G-sentences, the Wik-Munkan reader can read these shorter G-sentences (which are also complete P-sentences) accurately, fluently and with comprehension.

(67) ˦ tān ?ānaw o:work ˦f:yantān-#1 /ŋyūk ˦mpantān-#1
  they this work they:go-int tree they:go-int
  / tāːʔ-ōʔ̞-ʔ̞1 / ŋəʔ:ʔ̞onōʔ̞āʔ̞3 / ŋyūk əmango
  all:the:time-int every:day-int tree mango

?ānāŋ ˦mpantān ?ānāŋ-#1 ˦kē:katantān ?ānāŋ-ʔ̞3?
  these they:go-int them-int they:fell them-int
  /ʔkəŋəːm-ə2 / ?ānaw pūŋ ylm-o:kmanəm-#1
  what:from-int that because in:this:manner-int
  / wāŋt̄j t̄ap an phalt̄an ŋəwəʔam məkán-#1
  woman sick one almost it:crushed:her-int
STRESS AND PITCH IN WIK-MUNKAN

"Oponents & p#1 / yuke / peu#1
branch:that:fock it:broke-int tree:fock heavy-int

"omeyvand g &/ pu#1 / nanpa / yek#-
full:with:fruit is:shut so:int from:that:maybe

"one:#2 / yukanly / / tan pu#1
what-int tree:fock:sp it:broke-int they but

nanpala yek / onevand pu pantan tanan-
from:that:reason tree these they:cut:down them:int

/ na:ton-onevandly:- / tan pu# / e:ku owny nu#1
every:day-int that because place bad later

"one:#2 / onep #1 jak ma:k# / oonanangandly#
what-int sick:people etc. it:crush:int lying:there:


/nanpala / one pantan
foc:sp:int from:that:reason they:chop:int

"Why are the men here working every day – chopping down and
felling these mango trees? It’s like this. A sick woman
was almost crushed when a branch broke. The branch broke
because it was heavy with fruit – maybe that’s the reason
the tree broke. Therefore the men are chopping down these
trees each day – otherwise the place would become dangerous.

Why would it become dangerous? Well...the sick people lying
there would get crushed. That’s why they are chopping these
trees down."

3. INTONATION

3.1 CONTRASTIVE COMPONENTS OF INTONATION PATTERNS

Segmentally, a phonological clause consists of one or more words
bounded by pause or potential pause, and in merged sentences by lack
of pause. In many instances a characteristic monosyllabic clitic or
'intonation carrier' is attached to the last word. In this way mean-
ing contrasts are shown by: -a, -a?, -a/-e, -a: -a: -a
and absence of a clitic.

Suprasegmenteally, each phonological clause has one clause-stress
(except in a Conditional Answer Merged Sentence) and contrastive pat-
terns of pitch and loudness. These both mark the P-clause off as a
phonological unit and indicate its syntactic status within the larger
utterance. It is convenient to describe some of these features in
relation to the two sections of the Phonological clause, viz., ter-
minal and body.
If the last syllable of the P-clause has clause-stress (in which case it is not an intonation carrier clitic), then the last half of this last syllable is the terminal and all but this last half syllable is the body. If the last syllable does not have clause-stress, then that last syllable is the terminal and all that precedes it is the body.

In the body of the P-clause the placement of clause-stress is phonologically contrastive but grammatically determined. On the other hand, the relative pitch of each syllable in the body is phonologically determined and thus non-contrastive.

There are two intonational features of the whole P-clause which are phonologically contrastive:

(a) the general pitch level which may be neutral, elevated, or lowered, and
(b) the pitch range which may be neutral, expanded, or compressed.

The terminal of the intonation pattern has two features which are phonologically contrastive:

(a) the pitch level or glide of the terminal which may be low, mid, high, low-mid rise, or high-low fall; and
(b) the loudness shape (envelope) of the terminal which may be steady, crescendo, or crescendo-decrescendo.

The twenty-six contrastive intonation patterns of Wik-Munkan are listed in Table 1, showing their contrastive features in the Body, Carrier and Terminal.

The General pitch level and pitch range of the P-clause are shown preceding the clause by one symbol for each combination. They are:

/ neutral and neutral
↑ elevated and compressed
↓ neutral and expanded
↓ lowered and neutral

The carrier clitic is shown immediately following the clause. When no clitic occurs −# marks its absence.

The contrastive levels and glides of relative pitch on the terminal are shown by superscript numbers following the carrier clitic: ¹ for low, ² for mid, and ³ for high pitch.

The contrastive loudness shapes are marked as superscripts following the pitch numeral: no marking for steady, ‹ for crescendo, and ↔ for crescendo-decrescendo.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Body</th>
<th>Carrier</th>
<th>Terminal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>General pitch level</td>
<td>Pitch range</td>
<td>Pitch: level or glide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.1</td>
<td>/...-#3</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.2</td>
<td>/...-a</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.3</td>
<td>/...-b7&lt;</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>-b7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.4</td>
<td>/...-b 1&lt;</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>-b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/...-ey 1&lt;</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>-ey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.5</td>
<td>/...-#</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.6</td>
<td>/...-a 2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.7</td>
<td>/...-#12&lt;</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.8</td>
<td>↑...-#1</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>elevated</td>
<td>compressed</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.9</td>
<td>↑...-a</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>elevated</td>
<td>compressed</td>
<td>-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.10</td>
<td>↑...-b7&lt;</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>elevated</td>
<td>compressed</td>
<td>-b7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↑...-b 1&lt;</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>elevated</td>
<td>compressed</td>
<td>-b 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.11</td>
<td>↑...-ey 1&lt;</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>elevated</td>
<td>compressed</td>
<td>-ey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↑...-b 1&lt;</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>elevated</td>
<td>compressed</td>
<td>-b 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.12</td>
<td>↑...-#2</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>elevated</td>
<td>compressed</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.13</td>
<td>↑...-b 1&lt;</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>elevated</td>
<td>compressed</td>
<td>-b 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.14</td>
<td>↓...-#1</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>lowered</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.15</td>
<td>↓...-a</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>lowered</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.16</td>
<td>↓...-b7&lt;</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>lowered</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>-b7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.17</td>
<td>↓...-#2</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>lowered</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.18</td>
<td>↓...-#12&lt;</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>lowered</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.19</td>
<td>↓...-#1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>expanded</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.20</td>
<td>↓...-a</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>expanded</td>
<td>-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.21</td>
<td>↓...-b7&lt;</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>expanded</td>
<td>-b7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.22</td>
<td>↓...-b 1&lt;</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>expanded</td>
<td>-b 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓...-ey 1&lt;</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>expanded</td>
<td>-ey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.23</td>
<td>↓...-b 1&lt;</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>expanded</td>
<td>-b 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.24</td>
<td>↓...-#2</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>expanded</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.25</td>
<td>↓...-a 2</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>expanded</td>
<td>-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.26</td>
<td>↓...-#3</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>expanded</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 GRAMMATICAL USAGE OF EACH PATTERN

3.2.1 The /...-#1 pattern is used in several ways.

(a) It may occur on the last P-clause of a sentence, especially when the last syllable of the body of the P-clause is stressed. Many kinds of sentences may end with this intonation, and it conveys an indicative meaning. The last syllable of the clause is low pitch, or falls from the high of the clause-stress to low pitch if clause-stress occurs on the final syllable.

(68) / púk oöʔanɑnæn wàmplı̱-#1
    child those they:came-int
'Those children came.'

(69) / nɑn oöʔał:kanək ʔf:yan-#1 / o์måy mǔŋkanək-#1
    we(all) to:there we:went-int food to:eat-int
'We went there to eat.'

(b) It may also occur on a non-final P-clause in a Paraphrase Sentence to show the appositional relationship between the clauses.

(70) / púl oöʔúm mòʔpùl-#1 / nɑn
    they(two) straight:towards they(two)ran-int we(all)
    ṯáŋəṉ pūl oöʔúm mòʔpùl-#1
    we(all)saw they(two) straight:towards:foc they(two)ran-int
'They ran towards each other. We saw them run towards each other.'

(71) / oöʔú:kanən-#1 / oʔtjəŋənæn ʔú:kanən-#1
    we:scraped-int mud:shell:with we:scraped-int
'We scraped it — we scraped it with a mudshell.'

(72) / oöʔał:ʔüns-#1 ▼ p̱m p̱:ʔan əkànən ṯáŋən-#1
    tomorrow-int man big punct:foc I:will:see:him-int
    / nãy əkã-nña ʔf:yän-#1
    I punct:then I:will:go-int
'Tomorrow, after I've seen the important man, I'll go.'

(73) / tâń nûl wlk-oökâ-li wâʔèyn-#1
    they(all) later word-old(story) they(all)will:tell:about-int
    ▼ tâń o̱pétanənàn wàmplın-#1 / wlk-
    they(all) yesterday:foc they(all)came-int word-
    kâ-li o̱mín wâʔèyn-#1
    old(story) good they(all)will:tell-int
'Those who came yesterday will tell a story later. They will tell a good story.'
(c) This pattern always occurs on the G-clause preceding a clause with a deleted predicate to show the appositional relationship.

(74) /ŋáy-o-ngantly-á?/ /ook̲énj̲aŋk wūnaŋ-#1 /n̲il̲â²
I:her:es-int whi:gh: on I:lay-int she:mine
òp̲ékaŋk-#1
below:on-int
'I slept on the top (bunk) and she (slept) below.'

(75) ...
òp̲ágàyn méʔan-#1
nevertheless they:bite-int mosquitoes:ts-int
'... nevertheless, the mosquitoes bit us.'

(d) It also occurs on the P-clause preceding an aside or a relative clause and indicates their appositional relationship to each other.

(76) /tán w̲1k-kát/ óomín w̲a:ʔín-#1
they word-old(story) good they:told-int
/w̲1k-kát/ ók̲e:nkanàmàn-#1
word-old(story) from:a:long:time:ago:foc-int
'They told us a good story from a long time ago.'

(e) It always occurs on repeated verbs to indicate continuation of action or motion.

(77) /oʊu:k̲anàn-#1 /oʊu:k̲anàn-#1 /oʊu:k̲anàn-á?³
we:scraped:it-int we:scraped:it-int we:scraped:it-int
'We scraped and we scraped and we scraped and then...' 

(78) /oʊʔl̲:yanàn-#1 /oʊʔl̲:yanàn-#1 /oʊʔl̲:yanàn-á?³ ¿oʔáʔ-³
we:went-int we:went-int we:went-int and:then-int
'We went on and on and on and then...' 

(f) It may occur where the object, indirect object or benefactive contains a serial list and follows the verb.

(79) /tán ook̲áyà:ipan mám̲wùntàn-#1 /ok̲àmpan-kùnjt̲j
they charcoal they:rub:each:other-int relatives:true
ʔánanàn-#1 /ook̲áj-kùnjt̲j-#1 /om̲úk-kùnjt̲j-#1
those-int mothers:true-int m.o.b:true-int
/ook̲ú:nt̲j-kùnjt̲j ʔánanàn-#1
siblings:true those-int
'They — those relatives, the mothere, the mother's older brothers and the brothers and sisters — rub each other with charcoal. That's how they rub themselves.'
3.2.2 The ...-a^1 pattern with a lenis a and low pitch, is used in the same ways that pattern ...-#^1 is used and with the same meanings. From a phonological point of view, however, these two patterns are not merely free variants of a single emic pattern since their occurrence is considerably determined by the grammatical status of the last word of the P-clause.

(a) Only the ...-#^1 pattern occurs if the P-clause ends in an object pronoun or in the words nul, kan, or yâ?aŋâm, or if the P-clause ends in a customary aspect verb (which has secondary stress on its final syllable) in a series of repeated verbs (see Section 3.1.2 (d)).

(83) / tâŋ oo'kân ?f:yîn nûl-#^1
they(all) punct they(all)gone now-int
'They have gone already.'
(84) / nil ʔataʔomayan pì:k tānāŋ-¹
he hard he:hit them(all)-int
'He hit them hard.'

(85) /wènkantān-¹ /wènkantān-¹
they(all)looked-int they(all)looked-int
/wènkantān-¹ ʔū t̥ ooʔāŋ̥am-¹
they(all)looked-int but to:no:avail-int
'They looked and looked and looked but to no avail.'

(b) Both /...-¹ and /...-a¹ occur but the former predominates if the
P-clause ends in a verb whose last syllable has secondary stress or if
the P-clause is a non-verbal clause with a non-final interrogative pro-
noun.

(86) / tān ooʔėt̥ j ʔif:y)n-¹
they(all) long:way they:went-int
'They went a long way!'

(87) / nil wāʔān ooʔom̥n-¹
he who:foc good-int
'Who is good?'

(c) Both patterns occur in free variation if the P-clause ends in an
indirect object pronoun, or in the negative words ké? or yā?, or if
the P-clause is an indicative non-verbal clause.

(88) /ooʔānān wāʔ? pûlant-¹
/ooʔānān wāʔ? pûlant-a¹
that he:told:about to:those:two-int
'He told those two about that.'

(89) / tān ooʔom̥ nûnant-¹ ʔooʔyaʔ-¹
/ tān ooʔom̥ nûnant-¹ ʔooʔyaʔ-a¹
that good for:him-int not-int
'That's not good for him!'

(90) / yūk yōnkān ooʔāyan-¹
/ yūk yōnkān ooʔāyan-a¹
tree ironwood:foc hard-int
'The ironwood tree is hard (wood).' 

(d) Both patterns occur but /...-a¹ predominates if the P-clause ends
in a verb whose final syllable is unstressed.

(91) / nāy ooʔkān tātān-a¹
I punct i:saw-int
'I saw it.'
3.2.3 The pattern /...-à?3 is used in several ways and the meaning carried by it is sequential. The 'intonation carrying' clitic has high pitch and is frequently as loud as the syllable with clause-stress. If the preceding syllable is low pitch because it does not have clause-stress, the final syllable has a low-high pitch glide.

(a) It is usually used in all but the final clause of a Sequence Sentence. The final clause has a marked drop of pitch and intonation pattern ↓...¬#1.

(92) /wúnàn-à?3 /tjúkùn tāñ-
we:stayed-int  boat  we:saw-int
'We stayed and then we saw the boat.'

(93) /mfì  oopánàkùn tjínta-à?3 /má:yàn-à?3
animal  wallaby:foc  we:speared:int  we:picked:up:int
↓kí:nkán núnàŋ  nàl¬#1
we:cooked it  then:int
'We speared a wallaby, picked it up and then we cooked it.'

(b) It may occur on the first (Consequent Action) tagmemes of an Inverted Sequence Sentence.

(94) /nìp  o?f:yuw-à?3 /yùk  tánàŋ  kà:?ûjìam
you(two)  you(two)went-int  things  those  first
oopánì  pûguw¬#1
punct:foc  you(two)had:washed:int
'You two went after you had washed those things.'

(c) It may be used within the grammatical clause for serial (co-ordinate) listing of persons or things (other than the final P-clause of a list).

I-int  you-int  we(two)  we(two)went-int
'You and I went.'

(96) /nìl  oopàl  kàl  tánàŋ¬#1 /köêk-à?3
he  to:here  he:carried  them:int  spear-int
↓ûl-à?3  ↓mfì  oô?  tánàŋ-#1
woomera-int  animal  fish  those:int
'He carried his spear, womera and those fish back here.'

(d) It may be used with the Content-interrogative clause.

(97) /wàntlnìk mfì:y  ?ò:yàn-à?3
where:to  you(all)  you(all)went-int
'Where did you go?'
(e) The Indirect Quote tagmem e of the Indirect Quotation Sentence may have this pattern.

(98) IQF₁: / nǐl pām ʷə̀nāṭəramaŋ wā?: nānt-#¹
he man mine-ts he:told:about to:us-int

IndQ: / nīl kēnīŋ ʷə̀n-mənjį̀p ?l:y-y?):y-ā?³
he first animal:clever he:went-int

IQF₂: ſ̄əylmanəŋ wā?: nānt-#¹
like:his he:told:about to:us-int
'My husband told us about how he had been a clever hunter;
he told us how it had been.'

3.2.4 The pattern /...- ámb¹< > is used only in Tag Questions. The
critic - ámb occurs with a glide from high to low pitch with quick cres­
cendo followed by decrescendo. On non-verbal Tag Questions, teenagers
use /...- ámby³¹< > as a free variant of this pattern or even as a substi­
tute for it.

(99) / ſ̄onǐl wάmp- ámb¹< >
he he:came-int(didn't he)
'He came, didn't he?'

(100) / ſ̄opúnant- ámb¹< >
that:it-int(isn't it)
'That's the one, isn't it?' or 'That's true, isn't it?'

(101) / nάmp nūnant Miss ſ̄oSayers- ámb¹< >
nam e here Miss Sayer:es-int(wasn't it)
'Her name was Miss Sayers (wasn't it)?'

(102) / ſ̄án ſ̄yōt- ámby³¹< >
that lots-int(aren't they)
'There are lots, aren't there?'

3.2.5 The /...- ámb²< > pattern is used P-sentence-final in two ways. The
meaning conveyed by this pattern is interrogative. The body of the
P-clause has neutral pitch level and pitch range. The terminal has
mid pitch which is slightly lower than mid if the final syllable is
unstressed. If the final syllable has clause-stress, it consequently
has a high-mid pitch glide. If the clause-stress is on the antepen­
ultimate syllable or earlier, the downdrift of pitch following the
clause-stress is more gradual than in most intonation patterns. In
fact, it only reaches a pitch slightly higher than mid on the penulti­
mate syllable if it is stressed, or slightly lower than mid if it is
unstressed.
(a) This pattern may be used for Yes/No Questions where intonation is the only feature signalling that the utterance is a question rather than a statement. When the younger generation use this pattern with Yes/No Questions, they always add the post-posed particle ?éy as an extra P-clause, as described in Section 3.2.7. (Note that in Yes/No Questions ending with past tense verbs that this final syllable receives secondary stress over-riding the intrinsic lack of stress of the past tense suffix.)

(103) / tjúkùn  tônąn  oòké?  tôjàn-#²
boat another: foc neg you: see-int
'You didn't see another boat, did you?'

(104) / oòûnan-#² / oòûnan wùnjàn-#²
here-int here you: put-int
'(Is it) here? Did you put it here?'

(b) The same pattern may also be used with Content-Interrogative Sentences (but without any over-riding secondary stress).

(105) / oòwàntàk witjan nùnàñ-#²
what: for you: pulled her-int
'Why did you pull her?'

(106) / níl oòwàntlàk ?ýòw-#²
he where: to will: go-int
'Where is he going?'

3.2.6 The pattern /...-#², with lenis -a and mid pitch, is used in the same ways as pattern /...-#¹, and conveys the same interrogative meaning. These two patterns are not merely phonologically free variants since their occurrence is determined partly by the grammatical status of the last word of the P-clause.

(a) Only the /...-#² pattern occurs if the clause is a Yes/No Question with its final secondary stress, or if the clause is a content interrogative sentence whose last word is an object pronoun.

(107) / nínt oòŋúl  ñf:yan-#²
you later you: will: go-int
'Will you go later?'

(108) / nínt oòkán tôjàn nùñàñ-#²
you punct you: saw her-int
'Did you see her?'

(b) Both /...-#² and /...-a² occur but the former predominates if the clause is a content question whose last syllable is stressed.
(109) / púkaŋ  ooŋé:naŋ wúnp-#²
/ púkaŋ  ooŋé:naŋ wúnp-a²
  child:ts  what:in  he:put-int
  "What did the child put it in?"

(c) Both patterns occur in free variation if the clause is a content question ending in an indirect object pronoun or is a non-verbal content question with a non-final interrogative pronoun.

(110) / níl  ooŋé:nàk  ñé?: núŋant-#²
/ níl  ooŋé:nàk  ñé?: núŋant-a²
  he  what:for  he:gave  to:him-int
  "Why did he give it to him?"

(111) / kú?  wé:?antàm  oo kukíly-#²
/ kú?  wé:?antàm  oo kukíly-a²
  dog  whose  savage-int
  "Whose dog is savage?"

(d) Both patterns occur but /...-a² predominates if the clause is a content question whose last syllable is unstressed.

(112) / níl  wé:?àn  oo?átj?ump?ümpan-a²
  she  who:foc  looks:nice-int
  "Who looks nice?"

3.2.7 The pattern /...-#¹²< is used only on the question particle ?éy. In the usage of the younger generation, a Yes/No Question with /...-#² (Section 3.2.5) and Polite Question with ↑...-#² (Section 3.2.12) are both obligatorily followed, without pause, by ?éy. This question particle is part of the G-clause, but it constitutes an extra P-clause and has intonation pattern /...-#¹²< on it. The glottal of ?éy is lost due to the lack of pause. However, when ?éy is repeated, as it sometimes is, the second ?éy retains the glottal and is preceded by an optional pause. The -éy carrier clitic of the intonation patterns /...-éy¹< and ↑...-éy¹< is probably related to this particle ?éy, but it does not seem to have the pitch features of a separate P-clause nor may it be repeated. It is very likely that ?éy and -éy are borrowed forms of the English confirmation request particle eh that is so frequent in the speech of Northern Queensland.

(113) / níl  pám  oo'ín-n-#²  ≠ /#ó'éy-#¹²<
  he  man  good-int  Q-int
  "Is he a good man?"
(114) ↑ np tjâm oo ké? ʃəɪ w-#^2 /0?éy-#^12<
you(two) Sam neg you(two) see-int Q-int
'You wouldn't have seen Sam, would you?'

(115) ↑ tjúkùn ʃὸnàn oo ké? ʃəɪtàn-#^2 /0?éy-#^12<
boat another:foc neg you:see-int Q-int
'You didn't see another boat, did you?'

(116) /0?in-#^2 /0?éy-#^12< /0?éy-#^12<
here-int Q-int Q-int
'(Is it) here? Answer me!'

3.2.8 The pattern ↑...-#^1 may be used in two ways. The P-clause has elevated pitch level and compressed pitch range, the terminal has low pitch, and there is no 'intonation-carrying' clitic.

(a) As the first P-clause in a sentence, it may occur in Simultaneous, Conditional and Concession Sentences.

Simultaneous Sentence:
(117) ↑ púk oo mānjamān mē:?-pèntjantàn-#^1 /0kù:tan
child small:foc they:are:born-int umbilical:cord
wā:?antàn-#^1 /0pám ʔslàntàn-#^1
they:call man that:to-int
'When children are born they perform the umbilical cord ceremony to identify that (kuutān) man.'

Conditional Sentence:
(118) ↑ nǐl wē:?an oo ké? wìk ɳé:yowlàn-#^1 / ɳéy o?ép
he who:ts neg word he:hear:me-int I factitive
mùlàtàn?=n-#^1
I:will:kill:him-int
'If anyone doesn't listen to me, I will kill him!'

Concession Sentence:
(119) ↑ núŋkwɔy ñòk oo pf?:an kī:ŋ-k:ŋkanàmp-#^1
even:though smoke big we:cook-int
/ mák o?pàfɔy-n-#^1 /0màʔan-#^1
nevertheless they:bite mosquitoes:ts-int
'Even though we made a lot of smoke, the mosquitoes bit (us).'

(b) As other than the first P-clause in a sentence, it may occur in a Simile Sentence.
Simile Sentence:

(120) Prop: † čóκé? pí:kanámàmàly-à? / ḭà:ʔtò:ʔànn
neg hit:perfect:sp-int mouth:saliva:foc
čóʔámà wúnpłýn-#1 / ʔmáʔan-#1 / ʔméné?
mouth:from:foc they:put-int hand:with-int eyes
nàmp-nàmpùwùn-#1
they:rubbed:themselves-int

Simile Base: † čóké? mè:ʔ-00kám yfman-am-#1
like eye:juice like:manner-int

'(The children who) had not been hit put saliva from their mouth on their fingers and rubbed their eyes with their hands. It was like tears...'

3.2.9 The pattern †...-à? may also be used in the same ways as †...-#1 (Section 3.2.8). Grammatical and rhythmic factors similar to those listed in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.6 determine which of these two patterns is used in any particular utterance.

(121) † níl ɲàyaŋ 00čóké? ʔàtòwàn-ŋ-a1 / ɲàya kwà:k
she me neg she:will:see:me-int I cat
čóuńgantàm múlàlęgàŋ-#1
here I:will:kill:it-int

'When she is not looking at me I'll kill her cat.'

3.2.10 The pattern †...-à? occurs in free variation with the pattern ...-#1 in Simultaneous, Conditional, Concession and Simile Sentences (Section 3.2.8).

(122) † nūńkwày ɲàn má? 0wóntj ?uwanàn-à?3 regardless:of:the:fact we(all) hands sore we:find-int
/ wàyk wèʔanámàn-#1 I púŋ tán 00mákánt-#1
dye from:digging:foc-int but that must-int

'Regardless of the fact that we get sore hands from digging dye, nevertheless we must continue...'

It also occurs, however, in contexts where the pattern †...-#1 does not occur, i.e. as 'Sentence Topic',3 and in imperative sentences and introductory time clauses. The P-clause has elevated pitch level and compressed pitch range. The clitic -à? in the terminal of the P-clause has high pitch.

(a) Sentence initially this pattern carries the meaning of sentence topic. The clitic -à? is usually as loud or louder than the syllable
with clause-stress. Two or three of these P-clauses may occur in sequence within one grammatical clause. (See also Section 1.4 (ii).)

(123) \[ \text{ooké} \quad \text{pf: kamânâny-à?}^3 \quad \text{// à?ıé:kàn \ oţå:amän} \neg \text{hit:perfect:loc:sp-int saliva:loc from:mouth:loc} \]
\[ \text{wùnplyn-#²} \text{they:put:it-int} \]
'(The children who) hadn't been hit put saliva from their mouths...'

(124) \[ \text{oonlìàny-à?}^3 \quad \text{ö Taririàny-à?}^3 \quad \text{pám \ oř:anànly-à?}^3 \]
\[ \quad \text{he:loc:sp-int Tariri:loc:sp-int man big:loc:sp-int} \]
\[ \text{/nìl \ ošóy-kóyuw} \quad \text{jú:тя-#³} \quad \text{/oúnantàn-#³} \quad \text{/ pám} \]
\[ \quad \text{he behind} \quad \text{he:crept-int behind:him-int man} \]
\[ \text{ošón \ ?élantàn-#³} \quad \text{other behind:that:one-int} \]
'(He, Tariri, that big man, crept behind him, that other man,...'

(125) \[ \text{oonlìànàny-à?}^3 \quad \text{ö Taririànanly-à?}^3 \quad \text{nlì nàṇk mìn} \]
\[ \quad \text{after:that:sp-int Tariri:loc:sp-int he heart good} \]
\[ \text{ooyà?-#³¹<} \quad \text{not-int} \]
'(After that Tariri, he was not happy,...'

(b) The Imperative Sentence always has this pattern. The intonation is the only feature which shows that the sentence is imperative rather than a future statement.

(126) \[ \text{nlì: y mà?-yù:p} \quad \text{ookàqàŋŋ nìf:nàn-à?}^3 \quad \text{you:all hands:restless without you:seat-int} \]
\[ \quad \text{'Sit still!'} \]

(127) \[ \text{oonpái} \quad \text{kálàŋ-à?}^3 \quad \text{to:here you:carry:to:me-int} \]
\[ \quad \text{'Bring it here to me!'} \]

(c) An introductory time clause always has this intonation pattern.

(128) \[ \text{ñán mà} \quad \text{ookànàŋ múŋkanàn-à?}^³ \quad \text{/ ñán} \]
\[ \quad \text{we:all food punct:loc we:had:eaten:it-int we:all} \]
\[ \text{ooţà:kanàŋ} \quad \text{?f:yan ñul-#³} \quad \text{/omàlp ké:tanàŋ} \quad \text{to:that:place we:went then-int corroboree to:dance} \]
\[ \text{ñul-#³} \quad \text{then-int} \]
'When we had eaten our food, we went to that place to dance a corroboree.'

3.2.11 The pattern \( \uparrow \cdots -\mathrm{è}^{3i} \) occurs P-sentence-final in a one P-clause sentence. The clitic \( -\mathrm{è} \): or \( -\mathrm{a} \): has a down glide from high or extremely high pitch to low during which there is crescendo followed by decrescendo. The general pitch of the whole P-clause is elevated and compressed to a narrow range, which may be almost a monotone. The meaning conveyed by this pattern is pleading or desiderative.

\[
(129) \uparrow \mathrm{kán} \quad \mathrm{öw}^{\mathrm{ñ} \mathrm{w} \mathrm{ñ} \mathrm{ñ}^{3i} < >} \\
\text{punct} \quad \text{\textit{I:will:see-int}} \\
\quad \text{I want to see it!}'
\]

\[
(130) \uparrow \mathrm{kán} \quad \mathrm{öw}^{\mathrm{ñ} \mathrm{w} \mathrm{ñ} \mathrm{ñ}^{3i} < >} \\
\text{punct} \quad \text{\textit{he:will:come-int}} \\
\quad \text{I wish he would come.'}
\]

3.2.12 The pattern \( \uparrow \cdots -\#^{2} \) is always used on polite questions. Such questions are negative in form and the verb is usually subjunctive. The body of the P-clause has an elevated level of general pitch and a compressed range of pitch, the terminal is mid pitch, and there is no intonation carrier clitic. When the younger generation use this pattern with polite questions they always add the post-posed particle ?èy as an extra P-clause, as described in Section 3.2.7.

\[
(131) \uparrow \mathrm{n(p} \quad \mathrm{tj\mathrm{ám}^{öw} ñ\mathrm{w}^{3i} \mathrm{ñ}^{2} < >} \\
\text{\textit{you(two) Sam neg you(two)see-int}} \\
\quad \text{You wouldn't have seen Sam, would you?}'
\]

3.2.13 The pattern \( \uparrow \cdots -\mathrm{à}^{3} \) occurs P-sentence-medial and indicates that the action described took considerable time. The clitic \( -\mathrm{à}^{3} \) is long and loud and has high pitch. It lacks descrescendo and may be laryngealized. The relative length of the action is shown by the relative length of the 'intonation-carrying' clitic. (Reduplication of the verb stem usually co-occurs indicating continuous action.) The general pitch level of the P-clause is elevated and the pitch range is compressed.

This pattern occurs sentence-medial and the final P-clause, which indicates the final action, has a drop of pitch to the intonation pattern \( \downarrow \cdots -\#^{1} \) as described in Section 3.2.14.

\[
(132) \uparrow \mathrm{öö} \mathrm{k\mathrm{á}l} \mathrm{k\mathrm{á}l} \mathrm{n}^{\mathrm{ñ} \mathrm{w}^{3i} < >} \quad \downarrow \mathrm{ò}^{\mathrm{a}^{k} \quad \mathrm{ñ}^{\mathrm{w}^{\mathrm{ñ} \mathrm{ñ}^{1} < >}}} \\
\text{\textit{they:rowed:and:rowed-int place they:found-int}} \\
\quad \text{'They rowed and rowed and then they found the place.'}
\]
3.2.14 In the pattern ↓...¬1 the general pitch of the whole P-clause is lowered. This pattern has a free etic variant: there is optionally a slight narrowing of the pitch range. This pattern is used in several ways.

(a) This intonation signals a relative clause or an aside which is within or which follows another clause. Frequently this relative clause or aside is bounded by potential pause rather than distinct pause. Following this relative clause or aside, the return of the general pitch level back up to neutral may involve either a slight or considerable step up.

3.2.15 (b) This pattern may occur on the pre-posed and post-posed Quote Formula tagmemes of a Direct Quote Sentence.

(133) İ'o?ágina-y?ákà:í / ì'o?ng wàmpàn¬1
I:went:and:went-int here:to:stay I:came-int
'I went on and on, and then I came to stay here.'
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(138) / ʔín míŋ ʔ oʊmán-ʔaţan-#1 / oʊmín-ʔa? / ʔ oţâw-#1
this meat sweet-int good-int she:said-int
'This meat is sweet, it's good", she said.'

(c) It may also occur on the first (Thesis) tagmeme of an Antithetical Sentence.

(139) ʔ oʊkúŋ t'staţan-#1 ʔ oʊyâʔ-a? / púţ wó:yan ʔ oʊká:wà'n
north I:looked-int not-int because road east:loc
we:came:up:int
'I looked north, but I didn't see (the place I was looking
for) because we had come up from the east.'

(d) Sentence finally it is found in the Frustrated Sequence Sentence
and the Completive Action Sentence.

Frustrated Sequence Sentence:
she just:as she:tried-int no-int right:off-int
ţú:ţjantâm-#1
it:fell:off:from:her:int
'Just as she tried it, no, she didn't succeed because it
fell from her hand.'

Completive Action Sentence:
(141) ʔ oʊká-kâlifferent-#3 ʔ oţâk / ʔ úâl'n-#1
they:rowed:and:rowed-int place they:found-int
'They rowed and rowed and then they found the place.'

3.2.15 The pattern ↓...-a? may occur sentence-finally in the contexts
where ↓...-#1 occurs (see Section 3.2.14). That is, it may occur on
sentence-final relative clauses and asides, and on the final tagmeme
of the Completive Action Sentence, Frustrated Sequence Sentence, and
Direct Quote Sentence.

(142) / ʔán pé:taţanâm oʊkâ'nâm wâml'n-#1 ʔ oţâ'nâ
they yesterday punct:emph they:came:int that
ţâw pûlant-a?1
he:said to:those(two)-int
"They came yesterday" - that's what he told them.'

3.2.16 The pattern ↓...-a? has at least two uses. The general pitch
level is lowered and the tempo is increased throughout the whole P-
clause. The terminal has high pitch on the carrier clitic.
(a) This pattern may occur on the initial (but not the final) Quote Formula of a Direct Quote Sentence instead of ↓...-#1 (see Section 3.2.13) provided that the Quote tagmemes is emphatic (either in its words or intonation).

(143) \[ QF: \downarrow \eta \gamma \ 't \dot{a}w \dot{a}n \dot{a}nt \dot{a} ? \] (quote: /\int\ oo'\dot{a}t\dot{a}n\n \ I: said: to: her-int \ you \ you: look-int \n \t\dot{o}n\dot{a}k\dot{a}m\-a\n \ only-int \n \'...I said to her, "You just look",...'

(b) It may also occur on the first (Thesis) tagmemes of an Antithetical Sentence, as may ↓...-#1. The rhythm of the P-clause seems to determine which of these two patterns will occur.

(144) \[ Thesis: \downarrow \ 't \dot{o}p\dot{a}:t\dot{a}n\dot{a}nt \dot{a} ? \] (antithesis: /\int\ oo't\dot{a}f\dot{a}l\-#1 \n another \ they: tried-int \ bad \ sand-int \n 'They tried another and it was no good, it was sandy,...'

3.2.17 The pattern ↓...-#2 is used for Rhetorical Question Sentences when they are embedded and have a non-co-ordinate, non-sequential relationship to the preceding clause.

(145) \[ \uparrow \ \eta \gamma \ oo'\dot{a}w\dot{e}\dot{a}\dot{t}a\dot{n} \dot{a}nt \dot{a} ? \ ] ↓\eta\gamma\dot{t}\dot{a}n\dot{a}n\-#1 \n we \ we: dig-int \ what: foc \ do: we: follow-int \n ↓\eta\gamma\dot{t}\dot{a}\dot{p}\dot{\o}\dot{\i}\dot{n}\dot{a}\dot{m}\dot{\a}n \ \dot{t}a\dot{b} \ \dot{t}\dot{a}\dot{n} \dot{a}n\-#1 \ /oo'\dot{a}w\dot{a}\dot{e}\dot{a}\dot{t}a\dot{n} \dot{a}nt \dot{a} ? \n root: foc \ we: follow-int \ we: dig-int \n '...when we dig, what do we follow? We follow that root (when) we dig.'

3.2.18 The pattern ↓...-#12 occurs only on the question particle ?\dot{b}\dot{e} following an embedded Yes/No Rhetorical Question Sentence that has the intonation pattern ↓...-#2.

(146) \[ /oo'w\dot{a}\dot{n}\dot{t}\dot{a}\dot{n} \ \dot{p}\dot{\u}\dot{l}\dot{a}\dot{\i}\dot{n} \-#1 \ ] ↓ \p\d \ p\d \n you: leave \ those(two)-int \ they(two): but \n \o'\dot{m}\dot{\u}\dot{l}\dot{\a}\dot{t}\dot{l}\dot{a}\dot{p}\dot{\u}\dot{l} \ \eta\dot{\a}m\dot{p}\dot{a}\dot{n} \-#2 \ # ↓\eta\dot{b}\dot{e}-#12 \n would: they(two): kill \ us(all)-int \ Q-int \n /oo'w\dot{a}\dot{n}\dot{t}\dot{\a}\dot{m} \ \dot{p}\dot{\u}\dot{l}\dot{a}\dot{\i}\dot{n} \-#1 \ \n we(all): leave \ them(two)-int \n 'Leave them! Would they kill us? Then let's leave them.'

3.2.19 The pattern ↑...-#1 is used on P-clauses of two or more words to convey the meaning of extreme emphasis. This pattern is a
conditioned variant of the /...-àw^3_1< pattern. There is no clitic and the pitch of the last syllable is low. The pitch range of the P-clause is greatly expanded and the syllable with clause-stress may optionally be greatly lengthened to indicate greater emphasis. This intonation may occur on P-clauses that are initial, medial, or final in a sentence in the kinds of contexts described for /...-^#^1 (Section 3.2.1).

(147) 1 nîl ŋyan 00pèpanàn ʔúmp nåγantákam-^#^1
    he axe sharp:with he:cut himself-int
    'He cut himself with a very sharp axe.'

When yâ? stands as a pro-verb, this pattern occurs on yâ?, rather than the /...-àw^3_1< pattern which would have been expected (see Section 3.2.23).

(148) / náy ká? 00?í:yînânt-à?^3 1 püt 0oγâ?-^#^1
    I about:to I:go:to:him-int but no-int
    'I was about to go to him, but I didn't.'

(149) / nán 0míñ múŋkanâk-^#^1 1ooyâ?-^#^1
    that good for:eating-int neg-int
    'That's not good to eat!'

3.2.20 The pattern /...-^a^1 is also used to convey extreme emphasis, and is used in the contexts described for /...-^a^1 (Section 3.2.2).

(150) 1nîlànly 1w-^#^1 1 pântj ?înânan 00pâtjúmpúmp-à^1
    he:foc:sp he:said-int bird these very:beautiful-int
    'He said, "These birds are really beautiful."'

(151) 1 ?ín mín 0ooyâ?-^a^1
    this good not-int
    'This isn't good at all!'

3.2.21 The pattern /...-â?^3 is used to convey extreme emphasis in the same contexts as /...-â?^3 is used (see Section 3.2.3).

(152) ooyákkây-^#^1 1 wëntj-tá?: 0pòtj-à?^3 1 këkan oókâ?
    excl-int sores:bad sore-int spear:with neg
    puntâ nôyàγ-à?^3
    you:spear me-int
    '...Ouch! My wounds are very sore! Don't spear me!'

3.2.22 The pattern /...-^3_1< and the non-verbal variant /...-òy^3_1< used by teenagers are used for emphatic Tag Questions (compare Section 3.2.4).
3.2.23 The pattern 1...-åw^31< is used on P-clauses of one or two words to convey the meaning of extreme emphasis. The clitic -åw has a downward pitch glide with crescendo. The pitch on -åw optionally starts either higher or lower than the pitch of the syllable with clause-stress. When it starts higher, the rise is sharp. The pitch range in the P-clause is greatly expanded. The syllable which has clause-stress may be optionally greatly lengthened to indicate greater emphasis.

The pattern 1...-#^1 is a conditioned variant of this pattern which occurs in P-clauses of two or more words. Verbal P-clauses of two words tend to take 1...-#^1, and non-verbal P-clauses of two words tend to take 1...-åw^31<.

(153) 100ŋamp ʔ!yamp-å^31<
        we(all) we:went-int
        'It's true that we went, isn't it?'

3.2.24 The pattern 1...-#^2 is used to add emphasis to questions of the kinds described for /...-#^2 (Section 3.2.5). The intonation of the following question particle used by the younger generation is not changed for emphasis.

(157) 1nîf ʔà:k-00né:n wàmp-#^2
       he time:what came:he-int
       'When did he come?'

(158) 1pám nîf 00nán-#^1 # /0?éy?-#^12<
       man he there-int Q-int
       'Is the man there?'

3.2.25 The pattern 1...-a^2 is also used for emphatic questions in the same contexts as /...-a^2 (Section 3.2.6).
3.2.26 The pattern \( \downarrow \ldots \#^3 \) occurs when a negative emphatic statement is made. The range of pitch in the body of the P-clause is expanded and clause-stress always occurs on the last word. In this elliptical sentence the last word is the verbal negative \( k\theta \) which occurs without a following verb. Pitch remains high and steady on this negative word and there is no 'intonation carrier' clitic.

(160) \( \downarrow \eta\gamma \ \kappa:\eta\ k\cdot \#^3 \)
I like neg-int
'I don't like (yams)!' or 'I don't want (to go)!'

\( \downarrow \) n\(\text{int} \)  o\(\text{w\text{ant}}\)n\(\text{p\text{al}} \) m\(\text{a}:y\text{\text{an}-a}^2 \)
you where:from you:picked:it:up-int
'Where did you get that?'
ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATIONS

/ neutral pitch level and neutral pitch range of intonation pattern
↑ elevated pitch level and neutral pitch range
↑↑ neutral pitch level and expanded pitch range
↓ lowered pitch level and neutral pitch range
# absence of intonation carrying clitic
≠ absence of pause between Phonological clauses
', primary word stress
.' secondary word stress
º clause stress
°° sentence stress

1 (superscript following carrier clitic) lowest contrastive pitch level in intonation patterns

2 (superscript following carrier clitic) mid contrastive pitch level in intonation patterns

3 (superscript following carrier clitic) highest contrastive pitch level in intonation patterns

13 (superscript following carrier clitic) glide from pitch 1 to pitch 3. Other glides are symbolised by similar notation

( ) in syllable patterns: optional occurrence

- in the gloss: separates translation of the morphemes from the intonation carrying clitic

- in the vernacular: indicates compound words

: in the gloss: links words and grammatical notations in the semi-literal translation of the vernacular word
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: in the vernacular: indicates vowel length
< crescendo
< crescendo - decrescendo
AntAct Antecedent Action tagmeme
ConsAct Consequent Action tagmeme
Co:ordAct Co-ordinate Action tagmeme
emo emotive suffix
fact factitive
foc focus marking morpheme
FutRes Future Result tagmeme
G-clause Grammatical clause
imp imperative
IndQ Indirect Quote tagmeme
IndQuest Indirect Question tagmeme
int intonation pattern consisting of optional intonation-carrying clitic; and indication of pitch level and pitch range
IQuF Indirect Question Formula tagmeme
IQF\textsubscript{1} Indirect Quote Formula tagmeme No. 1
IQF\textsubscript{2} Indirect Quote Formula tagmeme No. 2
MContQ Merged Content Question tagmeme
MIndQ Merged Indirect Question tagmeme
m.o.b. mother's older brother
MQF Merged Question Formula tagmeme
neg negative
P-clause Phonological clause
P-sentence Phonological sentence
punct punctilliar mood
QF\textsubscript{1} Quote Formula tagmeme No. 1
QF\textsubscript{2} Quote Formula tagmeme No. 2
sp specifier morpheme
Text' repetition of Text tagmeme (referred to as Text Prime)
ts transitive subject
1. It should be noted that the Aurukun dialect of Wik-Munkan described in this paper differs from the Coen dialect as described in my earlier paper (Sayers 1964). The Coen dialect is more like the dialects spoken at Edward River.

2. A computerized concordance of 120 pages of Wik-Munkan text material used in this analysis was compiled on the IBM 1410 computer at the University of Oklahoma by the Linguistic Information Retrieval Project of the Summer Institute of Linguistics and the University of Oklahoma Research Institute and was sponsored by the National Science Foundation Grant GS - 1605.

3. In my analysis of Wik-Munkan Sentences (Sayers 1976) I have analysed 'Sentence Topic', which includes introductory time clauses, as Sentence Periphery.
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